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Abstract
We study the problem of (e0ciently) deleting such clauses from conjunctive normal forms
(clause-sets) which cannot contribute to any proof of unsatis'ability. For that purpose we in-
troduce the notion of an autarky system A, which detects deletion of super4uous clauses from
a clause-set F and yields a canonical normal form NA(F) ⊆ F . Clause-sets where no clauses
can be deleted are called A-lean, a natural weakening of minimally unsatis'able clause-sets
opening the possibility for combinatorial approaches and including also satis'able instances.
Three special examples for autarky systems are considered: general autarkies, linear autarkies
(based on linear programming) and matching autarkies (based on matching theory). We give
new characterizations of (“absolutely”) lean clause-sets in terms of qualitative matrix analysis,
while matching lean clause-sets are characterized in terms of de#ciency (the di<erence between
the number of clauses and the number of variables), by having a cyclic associated transversal
matroid, and also in terms of fully indecomposable matrices. Finally we discuss how to obtain
polynomial time satis#ability decision for clause-sets with bounded de'ciency, and we make a
few steps towards a general theory of autarky systems.
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1. Introduction
Assume a propositional formula F is given, and one wants to (e0ciently) decide
whether F is satis'able or not. Now one can think of F as consisting of some “core
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part” and some “super4uous part” which only hides the “essential information” from
us. So the aim is to extract this “core part”. Given a conjunctive normal form F (or
“clause-set” as we say), an attempt to do so is to compute a minimally unsatis#able
subset F ′ ⊆ F , but we have to face the following drawbacks:
(1) only unsatis'able F can be considered;
(2) it may be that satis'ability decision is harder for F ′ than for F ;
(3) there may be many possibilities for F ′, and there is no canonical choice;
(4) the logical property “minimally unsatis'able” is hard to decide.
The problem under 1 may be overcome by generalizing “minimally unsatis'able” to
“maximally independent”, where we call a clause-set “independent” if no clause follows
logically from the other clauses. But the other three problems are inherent to the
approach. Continuing [37], we propose here an alternative approach, based on the
notion of lean clause-sets.
A lean clause-set F is characterized by the condition that every clause of F can be
used in some (tree) resolution refutation of F (and thus for example lean clause-sets do
not contain pure literals). For every clause-set F there is a largest lean sub-clause-set
Na(F) ⊆ F , where “N” stands for “normal form” and “a” for “autarky” (see below).
By reducing F to the satis'ability equivalent sub-clause-set Na(F) (instead of some
minimally unsatis'able sub-clause-set) we have overcome problem 2 (eliminating only
“absolutely super4uous” clauses) and problem 3, but since Na(F) =  holds i< F is
satis'able (where  is the empty clause-set), with respect to problems 1 and 4 there
is not much progress.
An equivalent characterization of lean clause-set is that they do not have any non-
trivial autarky, where an autarky for a clause-set F is a partial assignment satisfying
each clause of F it “touches” (a clause such that to at least one of its literals a truth
value is assigned). The reader might observe here, that application of an autarky cannot
render a satis'able clause-set unsatis'able, since application of any partial assignment
is only “dangerous” (can destroy satis'ability) at clauses which are not satis'ed but
shortened (by setting some literals in them to false). The notion of autarky enables
us to attack the “logical” problems 1 and 4 by approximating general autarkies with
“combinatorial” autarkies in the following sense.
Considering the autarky monoid Auk(F) (furnished with composition of partial as-
signments) we introduce the notion of an autarky system A, which assigns to every
clause-set F a sub-monoid A(F) of Auk(F), such that this map from clause-sets to
monoids is compatible with the inclusion relation between clause-sets, that is, every
autarky ’∈A(F) is also contained in A(F ′) for any sub-clause-set F ′ ⊆ F (but since
in our setting autarkies for a clause-set F use only clauses appearing in F , we have to
restrict ’ to the variables appearing in F ′). Now the following notions are associated
with any autarky system:
• the elements of A(F) are called A-autarkies for F ;
• clause-sets F with no non-trivial A-autarky are called A-lean;
• clause-sets satis'able by an A-autarky are called A-satis#able;
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• for every clause-set F there is a largest A-lean sub-clause-set NA(F), which can
also be obtained by applying reduction by A-autarkies as long as possible (i.e.,
removing the clauses satis'ed by some autarky, and repeating this process until no
more clauses can be satis'ed by some autarky).
A clause-set F is A-satis'able i< NA(F)= holds, while F is A-lean i< NA(F)=F
holds. By reducing a clause-set F to its satis'ability equivalent sub-clause-set NA(F)
we now got a handle to overcome also problems 1 and 4 from above—choose some
autarky system A where NA is computable in polynomial time. To construct such
autarky systems we can exploit the methods established in the 'eld of Combinatorial
Optimization.
The contributions of this article may now be outlined as follows:
(1) The introduction and the study of elementary properties of autarky systems A
and the associated normal forms NA of clause-sets, inducing canonical normal
forms of the associated clause-variable matrices (via row and column permutation)
as triangular block matrices with two (uniquely determined) blocks in the main
diagonal. Since clause-variable matrix can be seen as representations of matrices
over {−1; 0;+1} (or, more abstract, as “sign patterns”), all our results have natural
interpretations in terms of such matrices.
(2) Investigation of three basic examples for autarky systems and the corresponding
notions of leanness:
(a) general autarkies and lean clause-sets
(b) (simple) linear autarkies and linearly lean clause-sets
(c) matching autarkies and matching lean clause-sets.
(3) Lean clause-sets are characterized in terms of qualitative matrix analysis, where
problems for (arbitrary) matrices are studied which depend only on the sign pat-
terns of these matrices.
(4) Linearly lean clause-sets are characterized by conditions similar to lean clause-sets,
however not using the abstraction level of qualitative matrix analysis, where (arbi-
trary) matrices are regarded as (mere) sign-patterns, but regarding the {−1; 0;+1}
-matrices itself.
(5) Matching lean clause-sets are characterized in terms of de#ciency (similar to Hall’s
condition), in terms of matroid theory, and in terms of fully indecomposable ma-
trices (belonging now to the study of {0; 1}-matrices).
1.1. Related work
The story of autarkies starts with [46] where this notion has been introduced for
the sake of worst case upper bounds on k-SAT decision (a very similar approach has
been used in [45] to obtain the same bounds; see [41] for details). Extensive use of
generalized notions of autarkies is one building block for the improved 3-SAT upper
bound in [34]. Further extensions of the idea of autarky for improved upper bounds
one 'nds in [25,42], while the implementation “OKsolver” of a DLL-like algorithm
using autarkies is described in [32,39] (the package is available at [38]).
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In [23] the combination of reduction by autarkies with a tableau-based SAT algorithm
is investigated. In fact the tableau method, restricted to the clause form, can be seen
as just an autarky search method: Once the tableau cannot be extended anymore, an
autarky is found. In [48] parallelization of this algorithm by composition of autarkies
has been studied.
Another use of autarkies one 'nds in [14] (adding autarky detection to the hierarchy
from [22]) and in [33] (furnishing a general procedure quasi-automatizing relativized
tree resolution with enhanced satis'ability detection at the basic level).
A systematic study of the notion of autarkies has been started in [37], where also the
notion of linear autarkies has been introduced (manageable by linear programming in
polynomial time). In [57] the class of q-Horn formulas has been shown as (essentially)
being subsumed by the class of linearly satis'able clause-sets.
For the characterization of lean clause-sets (with trivial autarky monoid) we exploit
the characterization of unsatis'ability from [15] in terms of “stable solvable linear pro-
gramming problems” (based on Farkas’ lemma). As I learned only recently (thanks to
Endre Boros for pointing this out to me), there are in fact very interesting connec-
tions to qualitative matrix analysis (see [9], and Section 5 of the present paper) and
combinatorial matrix theory (see [8], and Section 7 of this paper).
A second line of research relevant in our context investigates the structure of mini-
mally unsatis'able clause-sets. In [50] the class of minimally unsatis'able clause-sets
has been shown to be DP-complete (complete for the class of languages which are
intersections of languages in NP and languages in coNP). The starting point for the
combinatorial investigations (although been forgotten for some time) is [1], showing
“Tarsi’s Lemma” (a minimally unsatis'able clause-set has more clauses than vari-
ables) and characterizing the class of “strongly” (or “saturated”) minimally unsatis'-
able clause-sets with exactly one more clause than variables. [20] found another proof
of Tarsi’s lemma, not based on matching theory but on the method of “saturation”.
Then the structure of minimally unsatis'able clause-sets with up to four more clauses
than variables has been studied in [16,12,59]. The notion of “de'ciency” has been
made fruitful in [21], and also in [52] (but (unfortunately) not using this notion),
while further elaboration of this idea is given in [37] (generalizing Tarsi’s lemma to
all (non-empty) linearly lean clause-sets). The 'rst steps towards a general solution
of the polynomial time decidability of the class of minimally unsatis'able clause-sets
with at most k more clauses than variables (that is, the de'ciency is bounded by k)
one 'nds in [12,11] (showing that such clause-sets at least have short tree resolution
refutations). Recently this problem has been solved in [36,19,18].
Finally it is worth to mention that in [53] clause-sets obtained from minimally un-
satis'able clause-sets by removing one clause have been identi'ed as hard examples
for local search SAT algorithms.
1.2. Practical applications
The use of linear autarkies for improved SAT decision is currently under investiga-
tion (interestingly, the Simplex method applied to the associated linear programming
problems shows a very stable exponential behaviour, while algorithms based on interior
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point methods [3] are much faster). The autarky reduction used in “OKsolver” (all pos-
sible branching assignments extended by unit clause propagation are checked for being
an autarky) does not help much in general, but for example on the logistics planning
problem described in [27–29] the autarkies found by OKsolver e0ciently reduce the
search space.
1.3. The main results of this article
In Section 3 the matrix representation of clause-sets as well as the interpretation of
(arbitrary) matrices as clause-sets is investigated, and satisfying assignments as well as
autarkies are characterized by using the qualitative approach to matrices. In Theorem
3.4 we derive an extension of the characterization of unsatis'able clause-sets from [15].
The notion of autarky systems and of the associated canonical normal form (by ap-
plying autarky reduction as long as possible) is introduced in Section 4, and elementary
properties are given.
Three new characterization of lean clause-sets (which do not have any nontrivial
autarky at all) in terms of qualitative matrix analysis one 'nds in Theorems 5.3 and
5.5 and Corollary 5.6 from Section 5, while in Lemma 5.7 coNP-completeness of the
decision problem for lean clause-sets is shown. Furthermore the (close) relations to
qualitative matrix analysis are discussed.
In Section 6 we give a short introduction into linear autarkies and obtain a new
characterization of linearly lean clause-sets in Theorem 6.3.
Based on matching theory, the notion of matching autarkies is investigated in Sec-
tion 7. A characterization of matching lean clause-sets as those clause-sets which have
larger de'ciency than any strict subset is proven in Theorem 7.5, and as a direct corol-
lary in Corollary 7.6 the generalization of Tarsi’s lemma to matching lean clause-sets
is obtained (which seems to be the right context for this basic fact, re4ecting the
absence of clauses which can be easily removed satis'ability equivalently due to a
matching argument). Lemma 7.7 relates matching lean clause-sets to elementary bi-
partite graphs and fully indecomposable matrices (Corollaries 7.8 and 7.9), while a
characterization of lean clause-sets in terms of matroid theory is given in Lemma 7.11
(yielding also computability of the largest matching lean sub-clause-set in polynomial
time). In Section 7.4 an overview on the polynomial time SAT decision procedure
for clause-sets with bounded maximal de'ciency (taken over all subsets) from [36]
is given (based on searching a short tree resolution refutation of a speci'c form by
enumerating all circuits of the transversal matroid of a clause-set), while Theorem 7.16
exploits the augmenting path technique from [19] and shows, that the “distance” of a
satis'able matching lean clause-set to some matching satis'able clause-set is bounded
by the de'ciency, from which also polynomial time SAT decision for clause-sets with
bounded maximal de'ciency follows (see [18] for a more thorough investigation of
this approach).
In Section 8 a re'nement of the notion of autarky systems, called strong autarky
systems, is introduced. In Theorem 8.5 a unique decomposition of arbitrary clause-sets
by means of strong autarky systems is given, corresponding to normal forms of the
associated clause-variable matrices as upper triangular block matrices. Furthermore it
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is shown how to construct a strong autarky system from an arbitrary autarky system,
and how to compute the canonical normal NA(F) in polynomial time, when given an
oracle for decision whether a clause set is A-lean. Finally in Section 9 some directions
for future research are discussed.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we present the notions and basic facts on clause-sets, partial assign-
ments, autarkies and resolution. For highlighting newly de'ned symbols we print them
in boldface, and thus the use of boldface does not distinguish between di<erent kinds
of symbols, but shall only make screening for de'nitions easier. We use the basic al-
gebraic notion of a semigroup, a pair (M; ◦), where M is a set and ◦ is an associative
operation on M , while a monoid is a semigroup with an identity element. A semigroup
is called idempotent if x ◦ x = x holds for all x∈M .
2.1. The semilattice of clause-sets
Let VA be the in'nite set of variables and LIT := VA unionmulti { Rv: v∈VA} be
the set of literals, containing positive literals (the variables) and negative literals (the
complemented variables). Double complementation is the identity, and thus Rx is de'ned
for all literals x∈LIT. The set CL of all clauses is the set of all 'nite and
complement-free sets C of literals (C ∩ RC = ∅, where RC := { Rx: x∈C}), while the set
CLS of all clause-sets is the set of all 'nite sets of clauses. A special clause-set is
the empty clause-set ∈CLS, and a special clause is the empty clause ⊥ ∈CL.
For a literal x let var(x)∈VA be the underlying variable, for a clause C let
var(C) ⊆VA be the set of underlying variables (which can be de'ned by var(C) =
(C∪ RC)∩VA), and for a clause-set F let var(F) ⊆VA be the set of variables occur-
ring in F (given by var(F)=
⋃
C∈F var(C)). As measures of complexity for clause-sets
F we use n(F) := |var(F)| for the number of variables and c(F) := |F | for the number
of clauses in F .
The set CLS of clause-sets is regarded as an “upper” semilattice with (binary)
union as law of composition and with induced partial order ⊆ (set inclusion). 1 CLS
is also a monoid with  as the identity element. Since we regard clause-sets as con-
junctive normal forms, union of clause-sets corresponds to their logical conjunction.
2.2. The monoid of partial assignments
A partial assignment is a map ’ :L → {0; 1} where L ⊆ LIT is a 'nite set
of literals closed under complement (that is RL = L) and ’ is complement-preserving,
i.e., for all x∈L we have ’( Rx) = 1 − ’(x). The set of all partial assignments is
denoted by PASS. For a partial assignment ’ :L → {0; 1} we use var(’) :=
1 An “upper” semilattice is an idempotent commutative semigroup (M;∧) with a partial order 6 on M
de'ned by x6 y:⇔ x ∧ y = x.
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var(L) for the set of variables it uses, and for a set V ⊆VA of variables we denote
by PASS(V) := {’∈PASS: var(’) ⊆ V} the set of partial assignments using
only variables from V , while the restriction of any partial assignment ’∈PASS to
V is denoted by ’|V ∈PASS(V ) (the restriction of ’ to the domain of literals with
underlying variables in V ). To denote special partial assignments we use the notation
〈x → 1〉 ∈PASS for that partial assignments with domain {x; Rx} which maps literal
x to 1.
The law of composition naturally associated with PASS is composition, denoted
for partial assignments ’;  ∈PASS by ’◦ ∈PASS and de'ned as “'rst  , then
’”. More precisely, the domain of ’ ◦  is the union of the domains of ’ and  , and
for a literal x in the domain of  we have (’◦ )(x)= (x), while for a literal x in the
domain of ’ but not in the domain of  we have (’◦  )(x)=’(x). PASS together
with composition ◦ is an idempotent monoid with identity element the empty partial
assignment ∅∈PASS. Two partial assignments ’;  commute, that is ’ ◦  =  ◦’
holds, i< they are compatible, i.e., i< for all variables v∈ var(’) ∩ var( ) we have
’(v) =  (v).
Interpreting partial assignments as “sign vectors” (with entries “0” for “unde'ned”,
“+” for “true” (=1) and “−” for “false” (=0)), composition of partial assignments
coincides with the composition of sign vectors as considered in the theory of oriented
matroids (see [4] for example), only the order is permuted, since partial assignments are
maps (and the operation of PASS on CLS shall be an operation “from the left”).
2.3. The operation of PASS on CLS
For a clause-set F ∈CLS and a partial assignment ’∈PASS let ’ ∗ F be the
clause-set resulting from substituting truth values via ’ in F , that is, eliminate all
clauses from F satis'ed by ’ and cross out all literals falsi'ed by ’ in the remaining
clauses. Formally ’ ∗ F is de'ned as the set of clauses C \ {x∈C: ’(x) = 0} for
C ∈F such that there is no x∈C with ’(x) = 1. We use “’(F) = 1” and “’(F) = 0”
as abbreviations for “’ ∗ F = ” resp. “⊥ ∈’ ∗ F” for clause-sets F ∈CLS, while
for clauses C ∈CL we use “’(C) = 1” and “’(C) = 0” for “’ ∗ {C} = ” resp.
“’∗{C}={⊥}”. For a clause-set F let modp(F) := {’∈PASS(var(F)): ’(F)=1}
be the set of (partial) models of F (using only variables from F), and let SAT :=
{F ∈CLS: modp(F) = ∅} be the set of satis#able clause-sets, while USAT :=
CLS \ SAT is the set of unsatis#able clause-sets. We call two clause-sets sat-
is#ability equivalent if either they are both satis'able or they are both unsatis'able.
A clause-set F is called minimally unsatis#able if F is unsatis'able, but removing
any clause renders F satis'able. We use MUSAT := {F ∈USAT | ∀C ∈F : F \
{C}∈SAT} to denote the set of minimally unsatis'able clause-sets.
Applying partial assignments to clause-sets is an operation of the monoid PASS
on the monoid CLS, that is, for all clause-sets F; F1; F2 ∈CLS and all partial as-
signments ’;  ∈PASS we have
∅ ∗ F = F;
’ ∗ ( ∗ F) = (’ ◦  ) ∗ F;
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’ ∗ =;
’ ∗ (F1 ∪ F2) = ’ ∗ F2 ∪ ’ ∗ F2:
It follows F1 ⊆ F2 ⇒ ’ ∗ F1 ⊆ ’ ∗ F2.
2.4. The monoid of autarkies
A partial assignment ’∈PASS is called an autarky for a clause-set F ∈CLS
if ’ uses only variables from F (i.e., var(’) ⊆ var(F)) and for each clause C ∈F
with var(C) ∩ var(’) = ∅ we have ’(C) = 1. An equivalent condition is that for all
subsets F ′ ⊆ F we have ’ ∗ F ′ ⊆ F ′. The set of all autarkies for F is denoted by
Auk(F). By de'nition we have ∅∈Auk(F) and modp(F) ⊆ Auk(F).
If ’ is an autarky for F then ’ ∗ F and F are satis'ability equivalent, which can
be proved formally as follows. If F ∈SAT then there is a partial assignment  with
 ∗F = and thus  ∗ (’ ∗F) ⊆  ∗F = follows, that is, ’ ∗F ∈SAT. If on the
other hand ’ ∗ F ∈SAT then we have ( ◦ ’) ∗ F =  ∗ (’ ∗ F) =  ∗  =  and
thus also F ∈SAT.
The second important property of autarkies is that Auk(F) is a sub-monoid of F ,
which has the following easy proof. Consider ’;  ∈Auk(F) and a subset F ′ ⊆ F . We
have to show (’ ◦  ) ∗ F ′ ⊆ F ′, and indeed (’ ◦  ) ∗ F ′ = ’ ∗ ( ∗ F ′) ⊆ ’ ∗ F ′ ⊆ F ′
holds.
2.5. Resolution
A tree resolution refutation for a clause-set F is a binary tree labeled with clauses,
such that the root is labeled by ⊥, the leaves are labeled with elements of F , and
a node with two children labeled with clauses C and D, respectively, is labeled by
the resolvent (C \ {x}) ∪ (D \ { Rx}), where x is the resolution literal: {x} = C ∩ RD.
(Tree) Resolution is a sound and complete refutation system, that is, a clause-set F is
unsatis'able if and only if there is a (tree) resolution refutation for F . By the number
of steps in a tree resolution refutation we mean the number of non-leaf nodes in this
tree.
3. Matrix representations of (un)satisability
In this section we consider basic relations between matrices and clause-sets. First
in Section 3.1 we state some general conventions regarding matrices (e.g. how to
handle empty matrices, and the qualitative class of a matrix). Then in Section 3.2 the
clause-variable matrix M (F) of a clause-set F as well as the clause-set F(A) associated
with an arbitrary matrix A (over the real numbers) is introduced, where the rows of
M (F) represent the clauses of F , while the columns of F correspond to the variables
of F , and F(A) is obtained from A by considering the sign pattern of A only.
Section 3.3 discusses the characterization of models of clause-sets in this context,
and in Theorem 3.4 it is shown (applying Gordan’s Transposition theorem) that for
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any matrix A “qualitative solvability” of the equation Ax = 0˜ with some non-zero
vector x¿ 0˜ is equivalent to F(At) being unsatis'able, where “qualitative solvability”
means, that all matrices A′ with the same sign pattern as A have a solution of A′x =
0˜; x¿ 0˜; x = 0˜. Finally we extend the characterization of satisfying assignments to
the characterization of autarkies in Section 3.4.
3.1. Conventions for matrices
For any set S ⊆ R let M (S) be the set of all p × q-matrices with values in S,
where p; q¿ 0, and let M := M(R). Two matrices A; B∈M are identical i< they
have the same size (i.e., they are both p × q-matrices for some p; q¿ 0) and for all
indices (i; j)∈{1; : : : ; p}×{1; : : : ; q} we have Ai;j=Bi;j. Thus for each p¿ 0 and each
q¿ 0 there is exactly one empty matrix of size p × 0-resp. 0 × q. A matrix A∈M
is called a zero matrix if all entries of A are 0. (Thus each empty matrix is a zero
matrix.) p× q-matrices A have p rows Ai;∗ and q columns A∗; j, which are 1× q- resp.
p × 1-matrices. Elimination of a row (resp. column) in a p × q-matrix is possible i<
p¿ 1 (q¿ 1) and yields a (p− 1)× q-matrix (p× (q− 1)-matrix). The transposition
of matrix A is denoted by At (if A is an m× n-matrix, then At is an n×m-matrix, and
we have Ati; j = Aj; i). Matrix multiplication A · B is a partial operation on M de'ned
i< A is a p × q-matrix and B is a q × r-matrix for some p; q; r¿ 0. The result A · B
is a p× r-matrix, which is a zero matrix in case of q= 0.
Vectors, i.e. elements of Rp for p¿ 0, are identi'ed with p× 1-matrices. We use
0˜ for any zero vector of appropriate size in the given context. For two vectors x; y of
the same size we have x¿y i< for all indices i we have xi¿yi, while x¿y means
that for all indices i we have xi ¿yi.
For A∈M the matrix sgn(A)∈M({−1; 0;+1}) has the same size as A, and for all
indices i; j we have
sgn(A)i; j =


−1 if Ai;j ¡ 0;
0 if Ai;j = 0;
+1 if Ai;j ¿ 0:
We say that two matrices A; B∈M have the same sign pattern if sgn(A) = sgn(B)
holds, and by Q(A) the set of matrices with the same sign pattern as A is denoted
(called the qualitative class of A; see [9]).
3.2. Clause-sets as matrices and matrices as clause-sets
We assume that a total order on the set VA of variables as well as a total order
on the set CL of clauses is given, both denoted by “¡”. Furthermore we assume that
for each n¿ 1 we can speak of the 'rst n variables with respect to the total order on
VA. The presentation
M :CLS→M({−1; 0;+1})
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of clause-sets by matrices is de'ned for clause-sets F ∈CLS as follows: Let F =
{C1; : : : ; Cc(F)} with C1 ¡ · · ·¡Cc(F) and var(F)={v1; : : : ; vn(F)} with v1 ¡ · · ·¡vn(F).
Now M(F), the clause-variable matrix of F , is the c(F)× n(F)-matrix with
M (F)i; j =


+1 if vj ∈Ci;
−1 if vj ∈Ci;
0 if vj ∈ var(Ci):
We also associate clause-sets to (arbitrary) matrices via the map
F :M(R)→ CLS
which for an m× n-matrix A∈M is de'ned in the following way: consider the 'rst n
variables v1; : : : ; vn of VA. For 16 i6m let the clause Ci(A) contain
• literal vj i< Ai;j ¿ 0
• literal vj i< Ai;j ¡ 0
while variable vj is not contained in Ci(A) in case of Ai;j = 0. Finally de'ne F(A) :=
{Ci(A): 16 i6m}.
Lemma 3.1. The clause-variable matrix M (F) and the clause-set F(A) associated to
a matrix have the following simple properties:
(1) Consider a clause-set F ∈CLS.
(a) M (F) is a c(F)× n(F)-matrix with entries in {−1; 0;+1}.
(b) M (F) has no zero column.
(c) M (F) has no multiple rows (that is, there are no 16 i¡ j6 c(F) with
Ai;∗ = Aj;∗).
(d) M (F) is empty i: F= or F={⊥}, where M () is the empty 0×0-matrix,
and M ({⊥}) is the empty 1× 0-matrix.
(2) Let A∈M be an m× n-matrix. Then c(F(A)) is the number of di:erent rows in
sgn(A), and n(F(A)) is the number of non-zero columns in A, and thus we have
c(F(A))6m and n(F(A))6 n.
(3) Consider two matrices A; B∈M.
(a) If B is obtained from A by a permutation of rows or by elimination of a
multiple row (that is, there are row indices i¡ j with Ai;∗ = Aj;∗, and B is
obtained from A by elimination of row j), then F(A) = F(B).
(b) If B is obtained from A by a permutation of columns or by elimination
of a zero column, then F(B) is a renaming of F(A), that is, there is a
permutation  of variables, a bijective map  :VA→VA (in fact acting
identical on all but #nitely many variables), with (F(A)) = F(B), where
(F(A)) is de#ned in the obvious way: First  is extended to literals by
setting ( Rv) := (v) for variables v, then  is extended to clauses C by
setting (C) := {(x): x∈C}, and #nally (F) := {(C): C ∈F}.
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(4) For A∈M the matrix M (F(A)) can be obtained from sgn(A) by elimination of
zero columns and multiple rows and row permutation.
(5) For F ∈CLS the clause-set F(M (F)) is a renaming of F .
Thus for every matrix A∈M({−1; 0;+1}) without zero columns and without mul-
tiple rows there is a clause-set (for example F(A)) such that up to permutations of
the rows and columns A is the clause-variable matrix of this clause-set. By choosing
the total order on the set of (all) clauses in a suitable way we could establish that
for every matrix A∈M({−1; 0;+1}) without zero columns and without multiple rows
there is a clause-set F with M (F) = A; however, this e<ort would be pointless here,
since for clause-sets there is essentially no order of clauses and variables, and thus the
matrix properties we study shall be invariant under row and column permutation. The
whole article can be seen in fact as a 'rst attempt to unify the (historically) separated
'elds of studying clause-sets on the one side (centered around the SAT problem), and
on the other side, without much contact, studying matrices over {−1; 0;+1} (or similar
objects, like codes over the alphabet {0; 1; ∗}, or systems of sign vectors like oriented
matroids) in combinatorics.
3.3. Characterizations of satisfying assignments
For a set V ⊆VA of variables of size n := |V | ∈N0 there is a canonical bijection
V : {−1; 0;+1}n → PASS(V )
from the set of n-dimensional vectors with entries in {−1; 0;+1} to the set of partial
assignments over V by interpreting “0” as “unde'ned”, “−1” as “false” and “+1” as
“true”. Considering only the sign pattern,  V (x) in fact can be de'ned for arbitrary
vectors x. More precisely:
Let V = {v1; : : : ; vn} with v1 ¡ · · ·¡vn. Now for x∈Rn de'ne V (x) as the partial
assignment with domain the set of vi ∈V with xi = 0 where for vi ∈ var( V (x)) we
set
 V (x)(vi) =
{
1 if xi ¿ 0;
0 if xi ¡ 0:
Lemma 3.2. Consider F ∈CLS and let V := var(F) and n := n(F). Then
modp(F) = { V (x): x∈Rn ∧ ∃A∈Q(M (F))[Ax¿ 0˜]};
that is, the set of (partial) satisfying assignments of F is the set of all  V (x) where
vector x ful#lls Ax¿ 0˜ for some matrix A with the same sign pattern as M (F).
Proof. Let V = {v1; : : : ; vn} with v1 ¡ · · ·¡vn.
First consider x∈Rn and A∈M with sgn(A) = M (F) and Ax¿ 0˜. For every row
Ai;∗ of A we have Ai;∗ ·x¿ 0, and thus there is a column index j with Ai;j ·xj ¿ 0, that
is, for the clause Ci ∈F corresponding to Ai;∗ and for the literal lj ∈Ci with var(lj)=vj
we have  V (lj) = 1. Hence  V (x)(F) = 1 is proven.
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For the other direction consider ’∈modp(F). Let x∈{−1; 0;+1}n be determined
by  V (x) = ’. For each clause of F there is a literal in it satis'ed by ’, that is, for
each row i of M (F) there is a column index j(i) with M (F)i; j(i) · xj(i) = 1. Let A be
the same as M (F) except for the positions (i; j(i)) where we put n ·M (F)i; j(i). Now
A · x¿ 1˜ holds.
Corollary 3.3. A clause-set F ∈CLS is satis#able i:
∃A∈Q(M (F)) ∃vector x: Ax¿ 0˜;
that is, i: there is a matrix A with the same sign pattern as M (F) and a vector x
with Ax¿ 0˜.
The Transposition theorem of Gordan [24] (see p. 95 in [51]) states that for a matrix
A∈M we have
@∃ vector x: Ax¿ 0˜
if and only if
∃ vector y: y¿ 0˜; y = 0˜; ytA= 0˜t :
The 'rst part of the following theorem (which is the essential part) has been proven
in [15].
Theorem 3.4. Characterization of unsatis#ability by “qualitative solvability” of the
clause-variable matrix.
(1) A clause-set F∈CLS is unsatis#able if and only if for all matrices A∈Q(M (F)t)
there is a vector x¿ 0˜; x = 0˜ with Ax = 0˜.
(2) Consider A∈M. Then
∀A′ ∈Q(A) ∃x: A′x = 0˜; x¿ 0˜; x = 0˜
holds, that is, all matrices A′ with the same sign pattern as A have a non-zero
solution of A′x = 0 with non-negative entries, if and only if
F(At)∈USAT:
Proof. The 'rst part follows immediately from Corollary 3.3 and Gordan’s Transpo-
sition theorem as stated above. For the second part let P(A) be the property of matrix
A∈M, that for all A′ ∈M with sgn(A′)=sgn(A) there is a non-zero vector x¿ 0˜ with
A′x = 0˜. We have to show the equivalence of P(A) and F(At)∈USAT.
If matrix B results from A by one of the following operations:
(i) elimination of a zero row,
(ii) permutation of columns,
(iii) elimination of multiple columns,
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then the equivalence P(A)⇔ P(B) holds, which is obvious for 1 and 2. To show the
equivalence in case 3, assume that we have column indices i¡ j of A with A∗; i=A∗; j,
and that B results from A be eliminating column j.
First assume P(A), and we want to show P(B). So consider any B′ ∈M with the
same sign pattern as B. Create a new column j in B and copy column i to this new
column. Call the new matrix A′. We have sgn(A′)=sgn(A), and thus there is a non-zero
vector Rx¿ 0˜ with A′ Rx= 0˜. Add entry j of Rx to entry i and eliminate entry j, obtaining
the non-zero vector x¿ 0˜ with B′x = 0˜.
Now assume P(B), and we want to show P(A). So consider any A′ ∈M with the
same sign pattern as A. Eliminate column j in A′ and obtain matrix B′ with sgn(B′)=
sgn(B). Thus there is a non-zero vector Rx¿ 0˜ with B′ Rx = 0˜. Create a new entry at
position j in Rx, put 0 there and obtain the non-zero vector x¿ 0˜ with A′x = 0˜.
Since by de'nition property P(A) is invariant under the equivalence relation of
having the same sign pattern, by Lemma 3.1, parts 4 and 1 of Theorem 3.4 we get
P(A)⇔ P(sgn(A))⇔ P(M (F(At))t)⇔ F(At)∈USAT:
3.4. Characterizations of autarkies
The next lemma shows how the generalization of the notion of satisfying assignments
by the notion of autarkies is re4ected in the context of matrix representation: While
(partial) satisfying assignments of a clause-set F correspond to solutions x of Ax¿ 0˜
for some matrix A with the same sign pattern as the clause-variable matrix of F (see
Lemma 3.2), now autarkies just correspond to solutions x of Ax¿ 0˜.
Lemma 3.5. Consider F ∈CLS and let V := var(F) and n := n(F). Then
Auk(F) = { V (x): x∈Rn ∧ ∃A∈Q(M (F))[Ax¿ 0˜]};
in words, the set of autarkies of F is the set of partial assignments  V (x) where x
ful#lls Ax¿ 0˜ for some A with the same sign pattern as M (F).
More speci#cally, let F = {C1; : : : ; Cc(F)} with C1 ¡ · · ·¡Cc(F). Then there is an
autarky ’∈Auk(F) with ’(Ci) = 1 i:
∃A∈Q(M (F)) ∃vector x: Ax¿ e˜i ;
where e˜i is 0˜ with 1 in row i.
Proof. If vector x ful'lls Ax¿ 0˜ for some A∈M with sgn(A) = M (F), then for
’ :=  V (x) we have ’∈Auk(F), since if for clause Ci there is a literal lj ∈Ci with
’(lj) = 0, then for the corresponding variable vj with var(lj) = vj by de'nition of ’
and sgn(A) =M (F) we get Ai;j · xj ¡ 0, and thus there must be another index k with
Ai;k · xk ¿ 0 and hence ’(Ci) = 1. The existence of k with Ai;k · xk ¿ 0 can also be
concluded from Ai;∗ ·x=(Ax)i ¿ 0. Altogether we have shown that  V (x) is an autarky
for F in case Ax¿ 0˜, and that in case Ax¿ e˜i we also know ’(Ci) = 1.
Now consider ’∈Auk(F) and obtain A from M (F) by replacing entries M (F)i; j in
rows i with ’(Ci)=1 by the new entry n ·M (F)i; j for such j where lj ∈Ci exists with
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’(lj) = 1 and var(lj) = vj. Obviously sgn(A) =M (F) holds, and for x∈{−1; 0;+1}n
with  V (x) = ’ we have Ax¿ 0˜, while for i with ’(Ci) = 1 we get (Ax)i¿ 1.
4. Autarky systems
In [37] the notion of “simple linear autarkies” is introduced, a special case of au-
tarkies manageable in polynomial time, and for arbitrary clause-sets a normal form
obtained by applying simple linear autarkies as long as possible has been established.
The derived classes of “linearly lean” clause-sets (not having non-trivial simple linear
autarkies) and “linearly satis'able” clause-sets (the reduction process by simple linear
autarkies satis'es the clause-set) have been shown to have many interesting properties.
In this section we introduce the axiomatic notion of an “autarky system”, generalizing
many properties of simple linear autarkies, and we show that to each autarky system
a natural canonical normal form can be associated. Special attention is paid in this
article to the notion of “lean” clause-sets with respect to autarky systems.
4.1. Autarky systems and normal forms
In Section 2.4 we have proven that for every clause-set F the set Auk(F) of autarkies
is a sub-monoid of PASS (furnished with composition of partial assignments).
Now an autarky system is a map A, which assigns to every clause-set F ∈CLS
a sub-monoid A(F) of Auk(F) (the elements of A(F) are called A-autarkies), such
that for every F ∈CLS, every sub-clause-set F ′ ⊆ F and every autarky ’∈A(F)
the restriction ’′ := ’ | var(F ′) of ’ to F ′ is an A-autarky for F ′, i.e., ’′ ∈A(F ′)
holds.
To every autarky system A a reduction relation A→ ⊆ CLS2 is associated, de'ned
by F A→F ′ i< there is a non-trivial autarky ’∈A(F) \ {∅} with F ′ =’ ∗ F (recall the
fact, that for every autarky ’∈Auk(F) the clause-set ’ ∗ F is satis'ability equivalent
to F).
Lemma 4.1. A→ is terminating and con?uent, that is, for all clause-sets F ∈CLS
and all clause-sets F1; F2 ∈CLS with F
A
→∗F1 and F
A
→∗F2, such that F1; F2 cannot
be further reduced by A-autarkies, that is, there is no F ′ ∈CLS with F1A→F ′ or
F2
A→F ′, we have F1 = F2, and furthermore each reduction sequence F A→F1A→F2 : : : is
#nite (in fact, must terminate after at most n(F) steps).
Proof. To show con4uence, by the diamond lemma [47,26] we only have to show
“local con4uence”, that is, for
F A→F1 and F A→F2
there is G with
F1
A
→∗G and F2
A
→∗G:
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Now for autarkies ’1; ’2 ∈A(F) with F1 = ’1 ∗ F and F2 = ’2 ∗ F we have ’′2 :=
’2 | var(F1)∈A(F1); ’′1 := ’1 | var(F2)∈A(F2) and
’′2 ∗ F1 = F1 ∩ F2 = F2 ∩ F1 = ’′1 ∗ F2:
Thus for G := F1 ∩ F2 we get F1
A
→∗G and F2
A
→∗G as desired.
A→ is terminating, since for F A→F ′ we have n(F ′)¡n(F).
Let NA(F) be the canonical normal form of F characterized by
F
A
→∗NA(F) and @∃F ′ : NA(F)A→F ′;
in other words, the normal form NA(F) is obtained from F by applying non-trivial
A-autarkies as long as possible.
Lemma 4.2. The operator NA is a “kernel operator”, that is, for clause-sets F; F1; F2 ∈
CLS we have
• NA(F) ⊆ F
• NA(NA(F)) = NA(F)
• F1 ⊆ F2 ⇒ NA(F1) ⊆ NA(F2).
Furthermore NA(F) is satis#ability equivalent to F.
Proof. The 'rst two properties follow by de'nition. For the last property observe that
in case of F2
A→F ′2 by restriction we also get F1
A
→∗F1 ∩ F ′2, and so by induction the
assertion follows.
4.2. A-leanness and A-satis#ability
Let
SATA := {F ∈CLS: NA(F) =};
LEANA := {F ∈CLS: NA(F) = F}:
The elements of SATA are called A-satisable, while the clause-sets in LEANA
are called A-lean. The set SATA can be seen as the “kernel” of NA, while the set
LEANA is the image of NA by Lemma 4.2. By de'nition we get SATA ⊆SAT
and ∈SATA, while Lemma 4.2 yields, that SATA is stable under formation of
sub-clause-sets, that is, for F ∈SATA and F ′ ⊆ F we have F ′ ∈SATA as well.
And also by de'nition we have ; {⊥}∈LEANA.
Lemma 4.3. LEANA is a sub-monoid of CLS, that is, ∈LEANA and for
F1; F2 ∈LEANA we have F1 ∪ F2 ∈LEANA as well.
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Proof. Consider F1; F2 ∈LEANA and assume F1 ∪ F2 ∈ LEANA. Thus there is
’∈A(F1 ∪ F2) \ {∅}, and now the restriction ’ | var(F1) or the restriction ’ | var(F2)
is not empty, contradicting A-leanness of F1; F2.
In [37], Section 3.4, for any sub-monoid C of CLS the normal form NC(F) for
clause-sets F ∈CLS has been de'ned as the largest subset F ′ ⊆ F with F ′ ∈C. We
now show NA=NLEANA , that is, our notion of a normal form relative to an autarky
system is a special case of the normal form relative to a sub-monoid of CLS.
Lemma 4.4. If A is an autarky system, then for all F ∈CLS we have
NA(F) =
⋃
{F ′ ⊆ F : F ′ ∈LEANA};
and thus NA(F) is the largest A-lean sub-clause-set of F.
Proof. Since NA(NA(F)) = NA(F) we get NA(F)∈LEANA, and hence NA(F)
is contained in the union of all A-lean sub-clause-sets of F . On the other hand for
an A-lean subset F ′ ⊆ F by de'nition NA(F ′) = F ′ holds, and thus by monotonicity
(Lemma 4.2) we get F ′ =NA(F ′) ⊆ NA(F).
Corollary 4.5. For all clause-sets F1; F2 ∈CLS we have
NA(F1) ∪ NA(F2) ⊆ NA(F1 ∪ F2):
In this article we will concentrate on autark assignments, but the notion of an autark
subset plays an important role as well. So for a clause-set F ∈CLS and an autarky
’∈A(F) let F (’) := {C ∈F : ’(C) = 1} be the set of clauses of F satis'ed by
’. The subsets %F(’) for ’∈A(F) are called A-autark subsets of F , forming a
sub-semilattice of CLS, where %F is a monoid-homomorphism from A(F) onto this
semilattice (see Lemma 3.3 in [37]).
Lemma 4.6. If A is an autarky system, then for all clause-sets F ∈CLS the in-
tersection of the largest A-lean sub-clause-set and the largest A-autark subset is
empty, i.e.,
NA(F) ∩
⋃
’∈A(F)
%F(’) = ∅:
In other words, the largest A-autark subset of F, characterized by the condition,
that it is the largest subset of F satis#able by an A-autarky for F, is contained in
the complement of NA(F). The largest A-autark subset of F is A-satis#able, and
in fact also the complement of NA(F) is A-satis#able, that is
F \ NA(F)∈SATA:
Proof. There is ’0 ∈A(F) with ’0 ∗F =F \
⋃
’∈A(F) %F(’), using for example ’0 =∏
’∈A(F) ’ (for any order and using any bracketing), since %F(’1 ◦ ’2) = %F(’1)∪
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%F(’2). Now by de'nition of NA(F) we have NA(F)⊆’0 ∗F , that is
⋃
’∈A(F) %F(’) ⊆
F \ NA(F). Furthermore with Lemma 4.2 we get NA(F \ NA(F)) ⊆ NA(F) as well
as NA(F \ NA(F)) ⊆ F \ NA(F), and thus NA(F \ NA(F)) =.
In Theorem 8.5 we will strengthen the previous lemma for “strong” autarky systems
and show, that every clause-set is also the union of the largest A-lean sub-clause-set
and the largest A-autark subset.
Examples for A-lean clause-sets are given by the weak pigeonhole formulas (for
any A), or by formulas obtained from A-lean clause-sets via Tseitin’s Extension rule
as stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Consider F ∈LEAN A and a clause-set
E = {{v; a; b}; { Rv; Ra}; { Rv; Rb}};
where v is a variable not contained in F (v ∈ var(F)), while the variables of literals
a, b are contained in F (var({a; b}) ⊆ var(F)). E is the set of new clauses for one
“extension step” as used in “extended resolution” introduced in [56] (see [35] for
generalizations). Now also F ∪ E ∈LEANA holds.
Proof. Consider ’∈A(F ∪ E). If var(’) ∩ var(F) = ∅, then ’′ := ’ | var(F) would
ful'll ’′ ∈A(F) \ {∅} contradicting A-leanness of F . Thus we have var(’) ⊆ {v}.
Due to 〈v → 0〉; 〈v → 1〉 ∈ Auk(E) in fact ’= ∅ must hold.
5. Lean clause-sets
As the 'rst example of an autarky system we consider in this section general au-
tarkies. The class of “lean” clause-sets F (not having any non-trivial autarky at all)
has been characterized in [37] as the class of clause-set where every clause of F can
be used in some tree resolution refutation of F (observe that according to the use of
tree resolution refutations there are no “dead ends” in the refutations we consider),
while the class of minimally unsatis'able clause-sets is the set of clause-sets where
each clauses must be used in any (tree) resolution refutation. In this section we now
give new matrix characterizations of lean clause-sets (extending the technique from
Theorem 3.4) and we show that the class of lean clause-sets is coNP-complete.
The maximal autarky system is just F → Auk(F) (see Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.7
in [37]). Obviously SATAuk =SAT, while we call the elements of LEAN :=
LEAN Auk simply lean. We have
MUSAT ⊂LEAN:
The normal form Na := NAuk obtained by applying autarkies as long as possible has
been characterized in [37], Theorem 3.16 as follows.
Theorem 5.1. A clause-set F ∈CLS is lean if and only if for all clauses C ∈F there
is a resolution refutation of F using C as an axiom. Thus Na(F) is the set of all
clauses C ∈F usable in some resolution refutation of F.
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From the 'rst characterization of autarkies in Lemma 3.5 we get
Lemma 5.2. F ∈LEAN if and only if
∀A∈Q(M (F)) @∃vector x: Ax¿ 0˜; x = 0˜;
that is, a clause-set F ∈CLS is lean i: for no matrix A with the same sign pattern
as M (F) there exists a non-zero vector x ful#lling Ax¿ 0˜.
In other words, a clause-set F is lean i< for all matrices A with the same sign pattern
as the clause-variable of F and for all non-zero vectors x of length n the vector Ax
contains a positive as well as a negative component. By Farkas’ Lemma (see Corollary
7.1d in [51] for example) for any A∈M and any column index i we have
@∃vector x: Ax¿ 0˜; ±xi ¿ 0
if and only if
∃vector y: y¿ 0˜; ytA=∓e˜i t :
The 'rst part of the following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 4 from [17],
where for a matrix A in the qualitative class of the variable-clause-matrix of a minimally
unsatis'able clause-set it is proven, that the system Ax = b always admits a solution
x¿ 0.
Theorem 5.3. Characterization of leanness by “qualitative solvability” of the clause-
variable matrix.
(1) A clause-set F ∈CLS is lean if and only if for all A∈Q(M (F)t) and for all
b∈Rn(F) there is a vector x¿ 0˜ with Ax = b.
(2) Consider A∈M and let m be the number of rows of A. Then
∀A′ ∈Q(A) ∀b∈Rm ∃x: A′x = b; x¿ 0˜;
holds, that is, for all matrices A′ with the same sign pattern as A and all vectors
b (of appropriate size) there is a solution x of A′x= b with x¿ 0˜, if and only if
A has no zero row and
F(At)∈LEAN:
Proof. The 'rst part follows from Lemma 5.2 and Farkas’ lemma as stated above,
since for F ∈LEAN and A∈M with sgn(A) =M (F)t all equations Ax =±e˜ i have
a solution with only non-negative entries, and any vector is a non-negative linear
combination of the vectors ±e˜ i.
For the second part let P(A) be the property of matrix A∈M that for all matrices
A′ with the same sign pattern as A and all vectors b of appropriate size there is a
non-negative solution of A′x= b. If A has a zero row Ai;∗ then there is no solution of
Ax = e˜ i (at all), and thus we assume that A has no zero row. Now we have to show
the equivalence of P(A) and F(At)∈LEAN.
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If matrix B results from A by one of the following operations
(i) permutation of columns,
(ii) elimination of multiple columns,
then the equivalence P(A) ⇔ P(B) holds, which is obvious for (i). To show the
equivalence in case (ii), assume that we have column indices i¡ j of A with A∗; i=A∗; j,
and that B results from A be eliminating column j.
First assume that P(A) holds, and we want to show P(B). So consider a matrix B′
with the same sign pattern as B and a vector b with as many entries as B′ has rows.
Create a new column j in B′, copy column i to that column and obtain matrix A′ with
sgn(A′)= sgn(A). By assumption there is a non-negative solution Rx of A′ Rx= b. Adding
the entry at position j of Rx to the entry at position i and eliminating position j we
obtain the non-negative vector x with B′x = b.
Now assume P(B). Consider a matrix A′ with the same sign pattern as A and a
vector b with as many entries as A′ has rows. Eliminate column j in A′ and obtain
matrix B′ with sgn(B′) = sgn(B). By assumption there is a non-negative solution Rx of
B′ Rx = b. Add a new entry with value 0 at position j to Rx and obtain the non-negative
vector x with A′x = b.
By de'nition property P(A) is invariant under the equivalence relation of having the
same sign pattern, and thus by Lemma 3.1, parts 4 and 1 of Theorem 5.3 we get
P(A)⇔ P(sgn(A))⇔ P(M (F(At))t)⇔ F(At)∈LEAN:
From the second characterization of autarkies in Lemma 3.5 we get
Lemma 5.4. F ∈LEAN i:
∀A∈Q(M (F)) ∀i∈{1; : : : ; c(F)}@∃vector x: Ax¿ e˜ i ;
i.e., a clause-set F is lean i: for no matrix with the same sign pattern as M (F) and
for no vector e˜ i (of appropriate size) there is a solution of Ax¿ e˜ i.
By a variant of Farkas’ Lemma (see for example Corollary 7.1e in [51]) for all
A∈M and row indices i we have
@∃ vector x: Ax¿ e˜ i
if and only if
∃vector y: y¿ 0˜; yi ¿ 0; ytA= 0˜t :
Theorem 5.5. Second characterization of leanness by “qualitative solvability” of the
clause-variable matrix.
(1) A clause-set F ∈CLS is lean i: for all A∈Q(M (F)t) there is a vector x¿ 0˜
with Ax = 0˜.
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(2) Consider A∈M. Then
∀A′ ∈Q(A)∃x: A′x = 0˜; x¿ 0˜
holds, that is, for all matrices A′ with the same sign pattern as A there is a
positive solution x of A′x = 0˜, if and only if
F(At)∈LEAN:
Proof. For part 1 'rst assume that F ∈LEAN holds and consider a matrix A∈
Q(M (F)t). For each i = 1; : : : ; c(F) by Lemma 5.4 and the variant of Farkas’ lemma
stated above there is y(i) ∈Rc(F) with y(i)¿ 0˜; (y(i))i ¿ 0 and Ay(i) = 0˜. Let x˜ :=∑c(F)
i=1 y
(i). We have x¿ 0˜ and Ax= 0˜. The opposite direction again follows (directly)
from Lemma 5.4 and the variant of Farkas’ lemma stated above. For part 2 one has
to observe that the property being stated as equivalent to F(At)∈LEAN is invariant
under permutation of columns and elimination of zero rows or multiple columns, and
then the same steps as in the proofs of Theorems 5.3 and 3.4 show the assertion.
Immediately from Theorems 5.5 and 5.3 we get
Corollary 5.6. Third characterization of leanness
(1) A clause-set F ∈CLS is lean if and only if for all A∈Q(M (F)t) and for all
b∈Rn(F) there is a vector x¿ 0˜ with Ax = b.
(2) Consider A∈M and let m be the number of rows of A. Then
∀A′ ∈Q(A)∀b∈Rm ∃x: A′x = b; x¿ 0˜;
holds, that is, for all matrices A′ with the same sign pattern as A and all vectors
b (of appropriate size) there is a solution x of A′x= b with x¿ 0˜, if and only if
A has no zero row and
F(At)∈LEAN:
Proof. We only have to show the existence of vector x¿ 0˜ with Ax = b in part 1:
By Theorem 5.3 there is x′ with x′¿ 0˜ and Ax′ = b, while by Theorem 5.5 there is
x′′¿ 0˜ with Ax′′ = 0˜. Now let x := x′ + x′′.
We conclude our characterizations of lean clause-sets by some remarks on qualitative
matrix analysis, about which I learned while the paper was under refereeing (see [9]):
(1) Partial assignments ’∈PASS(V ) for some 'nite set V ⊆ VA of variables
correspond to diagonal matrices D(’)∈M({−1; 0;+1}) of size |V | × |V |, where
an entry 0 on the diagonal is interpreted as “variable unassigned”, an entry +1
as “variable gets value 1”, and an entry −1 as “variable gets value 0” (the or-
der of variables is given by the 'xed universal order on VA as introduced in
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Section 3.2). Such diagonal matrices D(’) are called signings (in case of ’ = ∅;
see Section 2.1 in [9]). Now ’∈Auk(F) holds if and only if each non-zero row
of M (F) · D(’) contains a positive entry.
(2) A matrix A∈M is called sign-central, if for each A′ ∈Q(A) there is a vector x¿ 0˜
with A′x= 0˜ and x = 0˜ (see Section 5.4 in [9]). Thus a matrix A is sign-central if
and only if F(At) is unsatis'able, and a clause-set F is unsatis'able i< M (F)t is
sign-central (Theorem 3.4). Furthermore a matrix is called minimal sign-central,
if it is sign-central, and eliminating any column yields a non-sign-central matrix.
It follows, that a clause-set F is minimally unsatis'able i< M (F)t is minimal
sign-central, and that a matrix A is minimal sign-central i< F(At) is minimally
unsatis'able. (Theorem 5.4.3 in [9] thus is another proof of c(F) − n(F)¿ 1 for
F ∈MUSAT (see Section 7).)
(3) Given a matrix A∈M and a vector b∈M, the system Ax= b is called sign solv-
able, if for all A′ ∈Q(A) and b′ ∈Q(b) the system A′x= b′ has a solution and all
possible solution for any such A′ and b′ have the same sign pattern. In the same
way let’s call a system Ax¿ b sign solvable i< for all A′ ∈Q(A) and b′ ∈Q(b)
the system A′x¿ b′ has a solution, and furthermore for all A′; A′′ ∈Q(A), all
b′; b′′ ∈Q(b) and all vectors x′; x′′ with A′x′¿b′ and A′′x′′¿b′′ we have sgn(x′)=
sgn(x′′). Now by Lemma 5.2 a clause-set F∈CLS is lean if the system M (F) x¿
0˜ is sign solvable (since x=0˜ is a solution of Ax¿ 0˜ for each A∈Q(M (F)), and
thus sign solvability of M (F)x¿ 0˜ simply says that 0˜ is the only solution of
Ax¿ 0˜ for all A∈Q(M (F))).
(4) A matrix A∈M is called an L-matrix if all A′ ∈Q(A) have full row rank (i.e.,
the rows in A′ are linearly independent). A is an L-matrix i< the system Atx = 0˜
is sign solvable, and thus by Remark 3 for all F ∈LEAN the matrix M (F)t is
an L-matrix (this follows also by Theorem 5.3, part 1).
(5) Call an autarky ’∈Auk(F) balanced, if for each clause C ∈F satis'ed by ’ there
is also a literal x∈C with ’(x) = 0, and let BAuk(F) be the set of all balanced
autarkies for F . We have
BAuk(F) =
{
 var(F)(x): x∈Rn(F) ∧ ∃A∈Q(M (F)) [Ax = 0˜]
}
(compare Theorem 3.5). The map F → BAuk(F) is an autarky system (also a
strong autarky system as de'ned in Section 8). By Theorem 3.1.4 in [9] a clause-set
F is BAuk-lean if and only if M (F)t is an L-matrix, while a matrix A is an L-matrix
i< A has no zero row and F(At) is BAuk-lean. Furthermore the decomposition of
a matrix A expressed in Theorem 3.1.4 from [9] (see Proposition 2.1 in [43]
for a more readable formulation) corresponds to the unique decomposition of a
clause-set F into its BAuk-lean kernel NBAuk(F) and its largest BAuk-autark subset⋃
BAuk′(F) = F \ NBAuk(F) (see Theorem 8.5). In [30] the class of L-matrices
over {−1; 0;+1} has been shown to be coNP-complete, and thus also the class of
BAuk-lean clause-sets in coNP-complete. By de'nition a clause-set F is BAuk-lean
if and only F ∪ { RC: C ∈F} is lean, and thus also LEAN is coNP-complete.
(6) A matrix A is called an L+-matrix [43] if for all A′ ∈Q(A) the only vector y with
ytA′¿ 0˜ is y = R0. Thus by Lemma 5.2 we obtain, that a clause-set F is lean if
and only if M (F)t is an L+-matrix. And from Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 2.4 in
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[43] we get, that a matrix A is an L+-matrix i< A has no zero row and F(At) is
lean. 2 The decomposition of a matrix into an L+-matrix and a non-sign-central
matrix in Lemma 3.3 from [43] immediately corresponds to the decomposition of
a clause-set into its largest lean sub-clause-set and the largest autark subset (see
Theorem 8.5, and also Lemma 3.18 in [37]).
(7) Let
MUSAT(1) := {F ∈MUSAT: c(F)− n(F)6 1};
LEAN(1) := {F ∈LEAN: c(F)− n(F)6 1}:
A matrix A∈M is called an S-matrix if A is an L-matrix with one column more
than rows, stays an L-matrix after deletion of any column, and there is a vec-
tor x¿ 0˜ with Ax = 0˜. In [36] the equality LEAN(1) \ {} =MUSAT(1)
has been shown, while from the characterization of MUSAT(1) in [16]
(see [36] for a simpli'ed proof) and the S-matrix-recognition algorithm in [9]
(see Section 4.2 there) we get that A is an S-matrix i< F(At)∈MUSAT(1)
holds, and F ∈MUSAT(1) i< M (F)t is an S-matrix. In other words, the sign
patterns of S-matrices are exactly the variable-clause-matrices of minimally un-
satis'able clause-sets with de'ciency 1. The operation of conformal contraction
for matrices used in [9] corresponds to the DP-reduction for a variable occur-
ring positively and negatively exactly once as used in [16] and [36]. In
Section 4.4 of [9] also maximal S-matrices are considered, which are S-matrices
such that replacing an entry 0 by −1 or +1 yields a matrix which is not an
S-matrix. Thus the sign patterns of maximal S-matrices are exactly the variable-
clause-matrices of strongly minimally unsatis'able clause-sets with one more clause
than variables as considered in [1] (in [36] this class has been called
SMUSAT(1), and one 'nds alternative characterizations there of this
class).
Obviously the computation of a non-trivial autarky (if one exists at all) is an
FNP-complete task. In fact also mere decision of the existence of a non-trivial au-
tarky is (assumed to be) hard, since LEAN is coNP-completeness as argued in
Remark 5 from above. We give a direct proof here for this fact, due to an observation
by Stefan Szeider.
Lemma 5.7. Every class C ⊆ CLS of unsatis#able clause-sets containing all min-
imally unsatis#able clause-sets (that is MUSAT ⊆ C ⊆ USAT) is coNP-hard.
Since LEAN is in coNP, it follows that LEAN in fact is coNP-
complete.
2 To understand parts (c) and (d) of Theorem 2.4 in [43], the reader may note that “non-negative” for
vectors in this context means, that all entries are non-negative, and that “non-positive” means, that all entries
are non-positive; now these parts are immediate equivalences to the notion of leanness, using the observation
from Remark 1.
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Proof. In [50] it is shown that there is a function t :CLS → CLS computable in
polynomial time such that for all F ∈CLS we have
F ∈SAT⇒ t(F)∈SAT; F ∈USAT⇒ t(F)∈MUSAT:
Thus F ∈USAT ⇔ t(F)∈C follows, and since USAT is coNP-complete the
coNP-hardness of C follows.
6. Linearly lean clause-sets
In [37] the notion of a “(simple) linear autarky” has been introduced, which in our
context can be naturally de'ned as follows. For F ∈CLS let
LAuk0(F) : ={ var(F)(x): M (F) · x¿ 0˜}
be the set of simple linear autarkies for F . 3 By Lemma 3.5 we have LAuk0(F) ⊆
Auk(F). Moreover, LAuk0 is an autarky system, since for vectors x; y with
M (F) · x; M (F) · y¿ 0 we have
 var(F)(x) ◦  var(F)(y) =  var(F)(x + ) · y)
for )¿ 0 large enough, and thus LAuk0(F) is stable under composition of partial
assignments, while the restriction condition for autarky systems is obviously ful'lled
for simple linear autarkies.
It is not hard to see that ’∈PASS(var(F)) is a simple linear autarky for F i<
there is a weight function w : var(F)→ R¿0 such that for all C ∈F we have∑
x∈C;’(x)=1
w(var(x))¿
∑
x∈C;’(x)=0
w(var(x)):
The elements of LSAT :=SATLAuk0 we call linearly satis#able, and the elements
of LLEAN := LEANLAuk0 linearly lean, while we use Nla := NLAuk0 for the
normal form obtained by applying simple linear autarkies as long as possible. In [37],
Lemma 4.22, poly-time computability of Nla has been proven.
Theorem 6.1. Nla(F) is computable in polynomial time (for any F ∈CLS).
To obtain some examples for classes of clause-sets where computation of Nla su0ces
to decide satis'ability, let’s consider the class 2−CLS of clause-sets F ∈CLS such
that each clause has at length at most two, and the class QHO of q-Horn clause-sets
as considered in [5–7] (a generalization of 2-clause-sets and Horn clause-sets).
Lemma 6.2. For every F ∈ 2−CLS we have LAuk0(F)=Auk(F), and thus Na(F)=
Nla(F). And also for F ∈QHO such that each clause of F has length at least two
we get Na(F) = Nla(F).
3 The index “0” shall distinguish “simple linear autarkies” from the more general notion of “linear au-
tarkies”. The reader may note that the set LSAT0 as de'ned in [37] is the set of all clause-sets F
satis'able by a simple linear autarky, and that LSAT0 is a strict subset of LSAT as de'ned below.
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Proof. By choosing any constant weight function we see, that every autarky for a
2-clause-set is a simple linear autarky, and thus the assertions about 2-clause-sets fol-
low. In Lemma 4.5 from [37] it is shown, that a q-Horn clause-set F without clauses
of length less or equal to one has a simple linear autarky ’∈LAuk0(F), such that
’∗F ∈ 2−CLS, and thus Na(F)=Na(’∗F)=Nla(’∗F)=Nla(F). (Re'ning Lemma
4.6 in [37] in fact one can show, that there is a simple linear autarky ’∈LAuk0(F)
with ’ ∗F =Nla(F)=Na(F), and that there is a weight function associated to ’ using
at most two di<erent weights).
We remark that in [40], based on Theorem 5.1, it is shown that also for general
F ∈QHO as well as for each level Hk of the hierarchy of generalized Horn clause-sets
introduced in [22,10] and F ∈Hk one can compute Na(F) e0ciently.
Analogously to the characterization of lean clause-sets in Theorem 5.3 we obtain a
characterization of linearly lean clause-sets, only this time we do not have to consider
all matrices with the same sign pattern as the variable-clause-matrix, but only the
variable-clause-matrix itself.
Theorem 6.3. For F ∈CLS the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) F ∈LLEAN,
(2) @∃x∈Rn(F): M (F) · x¿ 0˜; x = 0˜,
(3) ∀b∈Rn(F) ∃x∈Rc(F): M (F)t · x = b; x¿ 0˜,
(4) ∀b∈Rn(F) ∃ x∈Rc(F): M (F)t · x = b; x¿ 0.
Proof. Conditions 1 and 2 are equivalent by de'nition, while the equivalence of con-
ditions 2 and 3 follows in the same way as part 1 of Theorem 5.3. And by the variant
of Farkas’ Lemma stated before Theorem 5.5 and using summation, we get a vector
x∈Rc(F) with M (F)t ·x¿ 0˜ for F ∈LLEAN, and thus condition 1 implies not only
conditions 3 but also condition 4.
Now we consider a characterization of linear autarkies and linearly lean clause-sets
in the context of Integer Programming formulations of the SAT problem, following
the approach of [58]. For a clause-set F with clause-order F = {C1 ¡ · · ·¡Cc(F)}
let L(F) be the vector of size c(F) with L(F)i := 2 − |Ci|. Using modt(F) :=
{’∈modp(F) : var(’) = var(F)} for the set of all total models of F , and setting
V : =var(F); n := n(F) we immediately get
modt(F) = { V (x) : x∈{−1;+1}n ∧M (F) · x¿L(F)} :
(The reader may note that by replacing x in M (F) · x¿L(F) with 2 · x − 1˜ we
obtain a standard integer programming problem with variables in {0; 1}:) Now consider
the relaxation P = {x∈Rn: M (F) · x¿L(F)}, and assume that F = , and that all
clauses of F have length at least two, so that P is a non-empty polyhedron in Rn.
The characteristic cone cc(P) = {x∈Rn: x + P ⊆ P} (also called “recession cone”;
see Section 8.2 in [51]) consists of 0˜ together with all “in'nite directions” of P, that
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is, all y∈Rn; y = 0˜ such that there is x∈P with x + R¿0 · y ⊆ P. Since
cc(P) = {x∈Rn: M (F) · x¿ 0˜};
we see that the set LAuk0(F) of simple linear autarkies for F equals the set of all
partial assignments  V (x) for x∈ cc(P). The polyhedron P is bounded if and only if
cc(P) = {˜0}, and thus we obtain
Corollary 6.4. For a clause-set F = , such that each clause contains at least two lit-
erals, the relaxation P={x∈Rn: M (F)·x¿L(F)} of the above Integer Programming
formulation of the satis#ability problem for F has the property, that the (non-empty)
polyhedron P is bounded if and only if F is linearly lean.
Let us conclude this section by considering balanced linear autarkies (compare
Remark 5 at the end of Section 5), which we de'ne by
BLAuk0(F) := { var(F)(x) :M (F) · x = 0˜}:
F → BLAuk0(F) is an autarky system with
BLAuk0(F) ⊆ LAuk0(F) ∩ BAuk(F);
and thus NBLAuk0(F) ⊇ Nla(F). A clause-set F is BLAuk0-lean if and only if M (F)
has full column rank (i.e., the columns of M (F) are linearly independent). We have
’∈BLAuk0(F) ⇔ ’∈LAuk0(F ∪ { RC: C ∈F}), and thus F is BLAuk0-lean i< F ∪
{ RC: C ∈F}∈LLEAN.
7. Matching lean clause-sets
A very elementary form of autarkies is the subject of this section. Consider any
clause-set F . The task is to 'nd some (non-trivial) autark subset F ′ of F . If we are
lucky then we 'nd some F ′ such that for each clause C ∈F ′ we can select a di<erent
variable vC ∈ var(C) not occurring outside of F ′—such an F ′ is an autark subset of F
of a very special type, which we call a “matching autark subset”.
The corresponding notion of “matching autarky” is introduced in Section 7.1, yielding
an autarky system where the associated class of “matching satis'able” clause-sets is a
strict subclass of the class of linearly satis'able clause-sets, while the class of “matching
lean” clause-sets on the other hand strictly contains the class of linearly lean clause-sets.
Various characterizations of matching lean clause-sets and the “matching lean kernel” of
a clause-set are given in Sections 7.2 and, based on the notion of “transversal matroids”,
in Section 7.3. Finally two approaches for (general) SAT decision exploiting a bounded
“maximal de'ciency” (a bounded di<erence of the number of clauses and the number
of variables for any subset) are discussed in Section 7.4, the 'rst one searching for a
proof of unsatis'ability, and the second one searching for a proof of satis'ability.
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7.1. Matching autarkies
The bipartite graph B(F) naturally associated with F ∈CLS is de'ned as the triple
B(F) := (F; RF ; var(F)) with (C; v)∈RF ⇔ v∈ var(C), in other words, the “left side”
of B(F) is given by the set of clauses of F , the “right side” by the set of variables
of F , and an edge joins a clause C and a variable v if v is positively or negatively
contained in C.
For an autarky ’∈Auk(F) the subgraph B’(F) := (%F(’); R’; var(’)) of B(F) is
de'ned by (C; v)∈R’ i< for that x∈C with var(x) = v we have ’(x) = 1, in other
words, B’(F) has the clauses satis'ed by ’ on its “left side”, the variables used by ’
on its “right side”, and an edge joining a clause C ∈F and a variable v∈ var(C) i< ’
sets the (positive or negative) occurrence of v in C actually to true.
Now let MAuk(F) be the set of autarkies ’∈Auk(F) such that B’(F) contains a
matching covering %F(’).
Lemma 7.1. MAuk is an autarky system.
Proof. Consider ’1; ’2 ∈MAuk(F). We have to show that B’1◦’2 (F) contains a match-
ing covering
%F(’1 ◦ ’2) = %F(’1) ∪ %F(’2):
By assumption there is a matching M in B’1◦’2 (F) covering %F(’2), and there is a
matching M ′ in B’1◦’2 (F) covering %F(’1)\%F(’2). None of the edges in M is incident
with an edge in M ′, since by de'nition of an autarky ’2 does not touch the clauses
in F \ %F(’2). Thus M ∪M ′ is a matching in B’1◦’2 (F) covering %F(’1) ∪ %F(’2). It
follows ’1 ◦ ’2 ∈MAuk(F).
Now consider F ′ ⊆ F and ’∈MAuk(F) and let ’′ := ’ | var(F ′). By de'nition
there is a matching M in B’(F) covering %F(’). Let M ′ be M restricted to B’′(F ′).
Obviously M ′ covers %F′(’′) and thus ’′ ∈MAuk(F ′) holds.
We use MSAT := SATMAuk for the set of matching satisable clause-sets
and MLEAN := LEANMAuk for the set of matching lean clause-sets, while the
normal form obtained by applying matching autarkies as long as possible is denoted
by Nma(F) := NMAuk(F).
To understand the notion of matching autarkies, the deciency (F) := c(F) −
n(F) of clause-sets F ∈CLS (introduced in [21]), de'ned as the di<erence of the
number of clauses and the number of variables, and the maximal deciency ∗(F) :=
maxF′⊆F -(F ′) (introduced in [37]) are of basic importance.
Lemma 7.2. A clause-set is matching satis#able i: it has maximal de#ciency 0 (and
thus MSAT is the (poly-time decidable) class of “matched clause-sets” introduced
in [21]):
MSAT= {F ∈CLS: -∗(F) = 0}:
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Every matching satis#able clause-set is also linearly satis#able, while every linearly
lean clause-set is also matching lean:
MSAT ⊂LSAT; LLEAN ⊂MLEAN:
Furthermore applying matching autarkies gives a weaker normal form than applying
linear autarkies, that is, Nla(F) ⊆ Nma(F) holds for all F ∈CLS.
Proof. A clause-set F ∈CLS by de'nition is matching satis'able i< B(F) contains
a matching covering F , which by Hall’s condition (see [44, Chapter 1] for example)
is equivalent to -∗(F) = 0.
The inclusion MSAT ⊆ LSAT has been proven in [37] (Lemma 5.1), and
follows from the fact that a clause-set F = T with -(F)6 0 is not linearly lean. To
see that the inclusion is strict, use of example the fact that all satis'able 2-clause-sets
are linearly satis'able.
Now assume that there is F ∈LLEAN and F ∈ MLEAN. Thus there is a
matching autark subset ∅ = F ′ ⊆ F . The clause-set F ′′ obtained from F ′ by crossing
out all variables appearing in F \ F ′ is matching satis'able, and thus also linearly
satis'able, from which by Lemma 4.30 in [37] follows that F ′ is a linearly autark subset
of F , contradicting that F is linearly lean. To see that the inclusion is strict one may
again use satis'able 2-clause-sets (for example {{a; b}; {a; Rb}; { Ra; b}}∈MLEAN).
Finally we get the inclusion Nla(F) ⊆ Nma(F) from the inclusion just proven and
Lemma 4.4.
Call a subset F ′ ⊆ F of F ∈CLS tight if -(F ′) = -∗(F) holds, i.e., F ′ has a
maximal de'ciency among all subsets of F . Intersection and union of tight subsets are
again tight (the proofs of these elementary properties one 'nds for example in Section
1.3 in [44]).
Lemma 5.3 in [37] shows in fact
Lemma 7.3. If a subset F ′ ⊆ F is tight, then there is a matching autarky ’∈
MAuk(F) with associated matching autark subset %F(’) = F \ F ′.
Lemma 7.4. For any clause-set F ∈CLS we have the following two characteriza-
tions of the normal form Nma(F) obtained by applying matching autarkies as long
as possible:
Nma(F) = F \
⋃
’∈MAuk(F)
%F(’);
Nma(F) =
⋂
{F ′ ⊆ F : F ′ tight}:
Thus Nma(F) is the complement of the largest matching autark subset of F and also
the smallest tight subset of F .
Proof. The 'rst equation is a special case of Lemma 8.2 and follows from the fact,
that MAuk is a “strong autarky system” (see Section 8; the essential property here is,
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that for clause-sets F ∈CLS and autarkies ’0 ∈MAuk(F) and ’∈MAuk(’0 ∗F) we
have ’ ◦ ’0 ∈MAuk(F)).
For the second equation let F0 :=
⋂{F ′ ⊆ F : F ′ tight} be the smallest tight subset
of F . If Nma(F)* F0, then by Lemma 7.3 (and restriction) Nma(F) \ F0 would be a
non-empty matching autark subset of Nma(F) contradicting the de'nition of Nma(F).
For the other direction F0 ⊆ Nma(F) we use the observation, that if F ′ is a tight
subset of F , and F ′′ is a matching autark subset of F , then also F ′ \ F ′′ is a tight
subset of F , since in F ′ ∩ F ′′ there must be at least c(F ′ ∩ F ′′) many variables not
occurring in F ′ \ F ′′, and thus
-(F ′ \ F ′′) = c(F ′ \ F ′′)− n(F ′ \ F ′′)
=(c(F ′)− c(F ′ ∩ F ′′))− (n(F ′)− |var(F ′ ∩ F ′′) \ var(F ′ \ F ′′)|)
=-(F ′)− c(F ′ ∩ F ′′) + |var(F ′ ∩ F ′′) \ var(F ′ \ F ′′)|¿ -(F ′) = -∗(F):
Fma :=
⋃
’∈MAuk(F) %F(’) is a matching autark subset of F , thus F0 \ Fma is tight
for F . Since F0 is the smallest tight subset we get F0 ∩ Fma = ∅, from which by
Nma(F) = F \ Fma we obtain F0 ⊆ Nma(F).
7.2. Matching lean clause-sets
In [21] it was proven that the de'ciency of any strict subset of any minimally
unsatis'able clause-set F is strictly smaller than the de'ciency of F . We now show
that this condition indeed characterizes matching lean clause-sets.
Theorem 7.5. For F ∈CLS the following four conditions are equivalent:
(1) F ∈MLEAN,
(2) ∀F ′ ⊂ F : -∗(F ′)¡-∗(F),
(3) ∀F ′ ⊂ F : -(F ′)¡-(F),
(4) F is a tight subset of F , and there are no other tight subsets of F .
Proof. By de'nition F is matching lean i< Nma(F) = F holds, which by Lemma 7.4
is equivalent to F =
⋂{F ′ ⊆ F :′ tight}, which in turn says that F is the only tight
subset of F , and thus the equivalence of conditions 1 and 4 is proven.
Condition 3 follows from condition 4, since in case of -(F ′)¿ -(F) for F ′ ⊂ F
tightness of F implies tightness of F ′. To show that condition 3 implies condition
2, assume there is F ′ ⊂ F with -∗(F ′)¿ -∗(F). Thus there is F ′′ ⊆ F ′ ⊂ F with
-(F ′′)¿ -∗(F) and hence -(F ′′)¿ -(F) contradicting condition 3. To show that con-
dition 2 implies condition 4, assume that there is F ′ ⊂ F with -(F ′)=-∗(F)—but now
-∗(F ′) = -∗(F) holds, contradicting condition 2, and thus F must be the only tight
subset of F .
The 'rst proof in the literature of the property -(F)¿ 1 for some form of “ir-
redundant clause-sets” has been given in [1] for minimally unsatis'able clause-sets
F ∈MUSAT (attributed to M. Tarsi there), and since then this basic result for
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minimally unsatis'able clause-sets has been reproven many times, see for example
[16,21,52]. Very short proofs have been given in [20] (see Appendix C in [36]) and,
using the structure of regular resolution proofs, by Jacobo TorUan ([55]). A general-
ization to linearly lean clause-sets one 'nds in [37]. Finally, since -(T) = 0, we get
this property from the previous theorem for all non-empty matching lean clause-sets
(which seems to be the right generalization).
Corollary 7.6. For F ∈MLEAN \ {T} we have -(F)¿ 1.
Corollary 7.6 holds true also for multi-clause-sets F , where clauses can occur several
times: c(F) then takes these multiple occurrences into account, while (of course) n(F)
still only counts the number of di<erent variables appearing in F . The bipartite graphs
B(F) and B’(F) for multi-clause-sets have the same de'nition as before, only now
the same clause can appear several times on the “left side”. While a multi-clause-set
is lean (resp. linearly lean) i< the underlying clause-set is lean (resp. linearly lean),
duplicating clauses may render a clause-set being not matching lean into a matching
lean multi-clause-set.
Lemma 7.7. A clause-set F ∈CLS is matching lean i: for all non-empty V ⊆ var(F)
the set {C ∈F : var(C) ∩ V = ∅} of clauses containing some variable of V has at
least |V |+ 1 many clauses.
Proof. First assume F ∈MLEAN and consider ∅ = V ⊆ var(F). Let FV :=
{C ∈F : var(C)∩V = ∅} be the set of clauses of F containing some variable of V and
suppose c(FV )6 |V |. Let F ′V be the multi-clause-set obtained from FV by crossing
out all variables from var(F \ FV ). We have -(F ′V )6 0 since c(F ′V ) = c(FV )6 |V |
and V ⊆ var(F ′V ). Thus by Corollary 7.6, applied to the multi-clause-set F ′V , we get
that F ′V is not matching lean, i.e., F
′
V has a non-empty matching lean subset, which
by lifting yields a non-empty matching lean subset of F , contradicting the assumption
that F is matching lean.
For the other direction suppose F ∈MLEAN, that is, there is a matching autarky
’∈MAuk(F) \ {∅}. Let V := var(’) be the variables used by ’, and let FV :=
{V ∈F : var(C)∩V = ∅}= %F(’) be the set of clauses touched by the autarky ’. By
de'nition of a matching autarky we have c(FV )6 n(’) = |V |.
Applying Lemma 7.7 to a clause-set F ∈CLS such that B(F) is connected, by
Theorem 1 from [19] we get that F is matching lean if and only if “B(F) is var(F)-
elementary”, where for a bipartite graph with X as “one side” the notion of an
“X -elementary graph” introduced in [19] is a natural generalization of the concept
of elementary bipartite graphs to allow both “sides” of the bipartite graph to be of
di<erent size (compare [44, Chapter 4]). Elementary bipartite graphs expressed as ma-
trices are fully indecomposable matrices (see [8, Chapter 4]) i.e., matrices of size
n× n for some n¿ 1 not having a k × (n− k) zero submatrix for some 16 k6 n− 1
(a “submatrix” is obtained from a matrix by eliminating some rows and columns)
and not being a zero matrix in case n = 1. The following corollaries of Lemma 7.7
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show the characterizations of matching lean clause-sets corresponding to these matrix
notions.
Corollary 7.8. A clause-set F ∈CLS is matching lean if and only if there is no
k × (c(F)− k) zero submatrix of M (F)t for some 16 k6 n(F).
Corollary 7.9. A clause-set F ∈CLS is matching lean if and only if either F = T
holds or we have c(F)¿ n(F)+1 and every n(F)×n(F) submatrix of M (F)t is fully
indecomposable.
Proof. We show the equivalence of the given condition to the condition in Corollary
7.8. The “only if”-direction is obvious. Let n := n(F) and c := c(F). Assume F =;
c¿ n + 1 and that every n × n submatrix of M (F)t is fully indecomposable, but for
some 16 k6 n there is a k × (c − k) zero submatrix A of M (F)t . First consider the
case k ¡n. Since c¿ n, there is some k×(n−k) zero submatrix A′ of A. Consider any
n×n submatrix of M (F)t with A′ is submatrix—this matrix is not fully indecomposable,
contradicting the assumption. So let’s consider the case k = n. Since c¿n, there is
an n× 1 zero submatrix A′ of M (F)t . If n= 1, then A′ is an n× n zero submatrix of
M (F)t , and by de'nition A′ is not fully indecomposable, contradicting the assumption.
So assume n¿ 1 and consider any n×n submatrix of M (F)t with A′ as submatrix: This
matrix has an (n− 1)× 1 zero submatrix and hence is not fully indecomposable.
When splitting a clause-set on a variable, in general the maximal de'ciency may
increase by one (but not more), that is, for F ∈CLS and any literal x we have
-∗(〈x → 1〉 ∗ F)6 -∗(F) + 1:
Now for matching lean clause-sets an increase of the maximal de'ciency can be
avoided:
Corollary 7.10. For a clause-set F ∈MLEAN and any literal x which appears in
F (that is x∈⋃C∈F C) we have -∗(〈x → 1〉 ∗ F)6 -∗(F) = -(F).
Proof. Consider F ′ ⊆ 〈x → 1〉 ∗ F . We have to show -(F ′)6 -(F). For that purpose
let F ′′ ⊆ F be the set of clauses C ∈F with x ∈ C. We have 〈x → 1〉 ∗ F ′′ = F ′ and
c(F ′)6 c(F ′′)6 c(F)− 1. If now n(F ′) = n(F)− 1 holds, then we get
-(F ′) = c(F ′)− n(F ′)6 c(F)− 1− n(F) + 1 = -(F):
Otherwise the set
V := var(F \ F ′′) \ ({var(x)} ∪ var(F ′′))
of variables di<erent from the variable of x, which appear only in clauses containing
the literal x, is not empty. By de'nition we have
n(F ′) = n(F)− 1− |V |:
Let
FV := {C ∈F : var(C) ∩ V = ∅} ⊆ F \ F ′′
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be the set of clauses of F containing some variables of V . By de'nition
c(F ′)6 c(F)− c(FV )
holds. Lemma 7.7 yields c(FV )¿ |V |+ 1, and thus
-(F ′) = c(F ′)− n(F ′)6 c(F)− |V | − 1− n(F) + 1 + |V |= -(F):
7.3. The transversal matroid T(F)
For an introduction into matroid theory and transversal matroids see for example
[49, Chapters 1 and 12.1], or [2, Chapter VI.1].
Let the transversal matroid T(F) associated with an arbitrary clause-set F ∈CLS
be the transversal matriod on F associated with the bipartite graph B(F), that is, the
independent subsets F ′ ⊆ F of F are the matching satis'able subsets F ′ ∈MSAT.
Thus the rank function, denoted by rank(F)′ for F ′ ⊆ F , the size of a maximally
independent subset of F ′ (a basis of F ′), is given by
rank(F ′) = c(F ′)− -∗(F ′);
in other words, -∗(F ′) is the nullity of F ′ in T (F) (the di<erence of the size of F ′ and
the rank of F ′). Since in general a circuit of a matroid (a minimally dependent subset)
is a subset with nullity 1, such that every strict subset has nullity zero, it follows by
Theorem 7.5 that the circuits of T (F) are those F ′ ⊆ F with F ′ ∈MLEAN and
-(F ′) = 1.
More generally it has been proven in [36] that the subsets F ′ ⊆ F of F ∈CLS with
-∗(F ′)6 k are the independent subsets of a matroid Tk(F) for k ∈N0, whose circuits
are those F ′ ⊆ F with F ′ ∈MLEAN and -(F ′) = k + 1. We have T (F) = T0(F).
A matroid is called cyclic i< it is a union of circuits, equivalently, i< it has no coloops
(elements which must be contained in every basis), which in turn is equivalent to the
condition, that the nullity of each strict subset is strictly less than the nullity of the
whole set (also called the corank of the matroid). Thus by Theorem 7.5 we get
Lemma 7.11. F ∈MLEAN i: T (F) is cyclic. More generally, for any clause-set
F ∈CLS the cyclic subsets of T (F) (those subsets F ′ of F which are unions of
circuits of T (F), equivalently, those subsets F ′ of F where F \F ′ is a ?at of the dual
matroid of T (F)) are exactly the matching lean sub-clause-sets of F . And the largest
matching lean sub-clause-set Nma(F) is the union of all circuits of T (F), which is the
same as the complement of the set of all coloops of T (F), that is
Nma(F) = F \ {C ∈F : -∗(F \ {C}) = -∗(F)}:
The maximal de'ciency -∗(F) is computable in polynomial time, since -∗(F) =
c(F) − rank(F), and rank(F), the rank of the transversal matroid T (F), is equal to
the size of a maximum matching in the bipartite graph B(F). Hence as a corollary of
Lemma 7.11 we get
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Corollary 7.12. The largest matching lean sub-clause-set Nma(F) is computable in
polynomial time for every F ∈CLS, and thus also the classes MLEAN and
MSAT are decidable in polynomial time.
A fundamental problem for SAT decision in general is, given any clause-set F ∈
CLS, 'nd a minimally unsatis'able sub-clause-set F ′ ⊆ F . Now the concept of
“matching lean clause-sets” provides a combinatorial generalization of the logic concept
of “minimally unsatis'able clause-sets”, which opens the possibility for enumeration
in polynomial time in case of bounded maximal de'ciency, as proven in Corollary 3.3
in [36] by using the matroids Tk(F):
Theorem 7.13. For any constant k ∈N0 and a clause-set F ∈CLS with -∗(F)6 k
the set {F ′ ⊆ F : F ′ ∈MLEAN} of matching lean sub-clause-sets can be enumer-
ated in polynomial time.
Proof (Outline). If for an arbitrary matroid M it is decidable in polynomial time,
whether a subset is independent, and furthermore the corank of M is bounded by a
constant, then the set of circuits of M can be enumerated in polynomial time. The
matroids T (F) = T0(F); T1(F); : : : ; Tk−1(F) mentioned above ful'll these assumptions,
and the circuits of Ti(F) are exactly the matching lean sub-clause-sets of F with
de'ciency i + 1.
7.4. Poly-time SAT decision for bounded maximal de#ciency
Let MUSAT(k) for k ∈N be the class of minimally unsatis'able clause-sets
F with -(F)6 k, and let SMUSAT(k) be the class of saturated clause-sets F ∈
MUSAT(k), that is, replacing any clause C ∈F by any super-clause C′ ⊃ C renders
F satis'able. In [1] the class SMUSAT(1) has been characterized and shown to
be decidable in polynomial time, while characterization and polynomial time decision
for the classes MUSAT(1) and MUSAT(2) one 'nds in [16] resp. [12]. In [12]
it has also been shown that all classes MUSAT(k) for k ∈N are in NP, and it has
been conjectured that each MUSAT(k) in fact is in P. This conjecture was proven
in [19,36] (see also [18]).
Instead of solving the decision problem just for MUSAT(k), in [36] actually it
is shown that SAT(k) is poly-time decidable (for constant k), where for any class
C ⊆ CLS we de'ne
C(k) := {F ∈C: -∗(F)6 k}
(due to Theorem 7.5 this generalizes the notations introduced in the previous para-
graph). Given poly-time decision of SAT(k), by simply using the de'nition of
MUSAT and SMUSAT we get that also MUSAT(k) and SMUSAT(k)
are decidable in polynomial time.
To show poly-time decision of SAT(k), in [36] a proof of unsatis#ability has
been searched for, and thus in fact poly-time decision of USAT(k) has been shown
(which is of course the same as poly-time decision of SAT(k)), motivated by the
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result of [11], that a clause-set F ∈MUSAT(k) has a tree resolution refutation using
at most 2k−1 ∗ n(F)2 steps, and thus it seemed reasonable to search for such a short
tree resolution refutation. 4 This search now can be based on the following “splitting
lemma” (Lemma 3.10 in [36]):
Lemma 7.14. For every clause-set F ∈USAT(k) with k¿ 2 and n(F)¿ 0 there
is a variable v∈ var(F) such that for both truth values 2∈{0; 1} the clause-set
〈v → 2〉 ∗ F contains a sub-clause-set in USAT(k − 1).
By applying this process recursively, for any F ∈USAT(k) we obtain a splitting
tree of height at most k − 1 (a binary tree labeled with clause-sets obtained from
recursively splitting clause-set F into two clause-sets 〈v → 0〉 ∗ F and 〈v → 1〉 ∗ F),
where the leaves must contain some sub-clause-set in MUSAT(1). 5
Now the problem is to decide the property, that a clause-set contains a sub-clause-set
from MUSAT(1). Although the formulas in MUSAT(1) have a nice structure,
decidable in quadratic time (see [16], and also Appendix C in [36] for simple proofs),
this seems to be a hard problem, since the sub-clause-set can be hidden deep inside
the whole formula. 6 Fortunately we start with a formula with maximal de'ciency at
most a constant k, and thus on each branch of the splitting tree, after at most k − 1
splittings, the maximal de'ciency can increase at most by k − 1, so that the maximal
de'ciency of a clause-set labeling a leaf can be at most 2k−1. In fact, using Corollary
7.10, we can avoid any increase of the maximal de'ciency at all (by reducing all
occurring clause-sets to their matching lean kernel). Now by Theorem 7.13 and the
poly-time decision of MUSAT(1) we can decide for each leaf of the splitting tree
in polynomial time whether there is a sub-clause-set in MUSAT(1), and we obtain
the result from [36]:
Theorem 7.15. For any constant k ∈N0 (bounding the maximal de#ciency) the classes
SAT(k) and USAT(k) are decidable in polynomial time. It follows that also all
classes MUSAT(k) and SMUSAT(k) are decidable in polynomial time.
In fact for F ∈CLS(k) also the normal form Na(F) (the lean kernel) can be com-
puted in polynomial time (by using Theorem 7.13 this time to enumerate all matching
lean subsets, not only those with de'ciency 1). See Theorem 4.2 in [36].
An alternative approach for deciding MUSAT(k) has been followed in [19], ex-
tending the augmenting path technique from undirected bipartite graphs to directed
bipartite graphs representing clause-sets (using a directed version of B(F), where the
4 From the result in [33], that tree-resolution is “quasi-automatizable”, that is, one can 'nd a tree resolution
refutation in time quasi-polynomial in the length of a shortest tree resolution refutation, it follows already,
that decision of USAT(k) can be done in quasi-polynomial time. In fact k does not need to be constant
for that, but can grow logarithmically with the length of the input.
5 As a byproduct we obtain the improved upper bound 2k−1 · n(F) on the number of resolution steps in
a minimal tree resolution refutation of F .
6 Indeed, meanwhile in [54,13] it has been shown, that the decision problem for the class of (unsatis'able)
clause-sets containing a sub-clause-set in MUSAT(1) is NP-complete.
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arc directions represent polarity of variable occurrences). Their results can be extended
to obtain also poly-time SAT(k) decision (this time indeed searching for a satisfying
assignment) as follows.
Theorem 7.16. For all clause-sets F ∈MLEAN∩SAT there is a partial assign-
ment ’∈PASS with n(’)6 -(F) and ’ ∗ F ∈MSAT.
Proof. By Lemma 6 and Theorem 2 of [19] for all F ∈MLEAN and all par-
tial assignments ’∈PASS with var(’) = var(F) there exists a partial assignment
’′ ∈PASS with var(’′)=var(F) such that for all clauses C ∈F with ’′(C)=0 also
’(C)=0 holds, and such that there is a sub-clause-set F ′ ⊆ F with c(F ′)=c(F)−-(F)
and ’′ is a matching satisfying assignment for F ′, i.e., ’′ | var(F ′)∈MAuk(F ′) holds.
(Observe -∗(F) = -(F) by Theorem 7.5, since F is matching lean).
If now clause-set F additionally is satis'able, then there is a (partial) assignment
’ with ’(F) = 1, and thus there exists a (partial) assignment ’′ with ’′(F) = 1 and
a subset F ′ ⊆ F with c(F ′) = c(F) − -(F) and ’′ | var(F ′)∈MAuk(F ′). In order to
satisfy -(F) many clauses, only -(F) many variables are needed, and hence there is a
partial assignment ’′′ ⊆ ’′ with ’′′(F \ F ′) = 1 and n(’′′)6 -(F).
In general for any clause-set G ∈MSAT, any ’∈MAuk(G) and any ’′ ⊆ ’ we
also have ’′ ∗ G ∈MSAT, and thus ’′′ ∗ F ∈MSAT follows.
Now for F ∈CLS(k) we obtain poly-time SAT decision in the following way:
First reduce F to its matching lean kernel Nma(F). Then for each partial assign-
ments ’∈PASS(var(Nma(F))) with n(’)6 -(Nma(F))6 k check whether ’ ∗ F ∈
MSAT holds—if such a partial assignment is found, then F is satis'able, and oth-
erwise F must be unsatis'able.
Since for a partial assignment ’∈PASS(var(Nma(F))) with the property ’ ∗
Nma(F)∈MSAT also ’ ∗ F ∈MSAT holds, we obtain
Corollary 7.17. For all clause-sets F ∈SAT there is ’∈PASS with n(’)6
-∗(F) and ’ ∗ F ∈MSAT.
An improved proof of Corollary 7.17 is given in [18].
8. Strong autarky systems
Using additional subsumptions, autarky systems A can be de'ned also by using one
of the following notions as basic:
• A-lean clause-sets
• A-satis'able clause-sets
• the kernel operator NA
so that one could have de'ned for example the autarky system MAuk by just de'ning
MSAT and showing some properties of MSAT. The details we must postpone
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here, but in this section we want to give some 'rst examples for a general theory of
(“strong”) autarky systems based on these equivalent approaches.
First we consider a very mild additional condition on autarky system, which should
be ful'lled for every “normal” autarky system: An autarky system A is called normal,
if for all clause-sets F ∈CLS and all A-autarkies ’∈A(F) we also have ’∈A(F∪
{⊥}), that is, A-autarkies are not “disturbed” by the presence of the empty clause.
All autarky systems considered in this paper are normal.
Lemma 8.1. Let A be a normal autarky system. Then for all clause-sets F we have
A(F)=A(F∪{⊥}) and NA(F∪{⊥})=NA(F)∪{⊥}, and furthermore F ∈LEANA
holds i: F ∪ {⊥}∈LEANA holds.
Proof. In case of ⊥ ∈F all assertions are trivial, so assume ⊥∈ F . Since always
A(F) ⊆ A(F ∪ {⊥}) holds, the equality A(F) =A(F ∪ {⊥}) follows by de'ni-
tion of normal autarky systems, and we immediately get F ∈LEANA ⇔ F ∪ {⊥}
∈LEANA. Finally Lemma 4.5 yields NA(F)∪{⊥}=NA(F)∪NA({⊥}) ⊆ NA(F∪
{⊥}), while on the other side of an A-lean sub-clause-set F ′ of F ∪ {⊥} now also
F ′ \ {⊥} is A-lean, and thus F ′ \ {⊥} ⊆ NA(F) holds, from which we conclude
NA(F ∪ {⊥}) ⊆ NA(F) ∪ {⊥}, due to Lemma 4.4.
For a set V ⊆ VA of variables and a clause-set F ∈CLS let V ∗ F denote the
clause-set obtained from F by crossing out variables from V , that is
V ∗ F := {C \ (V ∪ RV ): C ∈F}
(for a more systematic study of this operation on CLS see [37]). Now a normal
autarky system A is called strong if for each F ∈CLS the following two conditions
are ful'lled:
(i) for each ’0 ∈A(F) and ’∈A(’0 ∗ F) we have ’ ◦ ’0 ∈A(F);
(ii) for each V ⊆VA we have ’∈A(V ∗F) if and only if ’∈A(F) and var(’)∩
V = ∅ holds.
We call a normal autarky system A 1-strong resp. 2-strong if just condition 1 resp.
2 holds. Examples for strong autarky systems are Auk as well as BAuk as de'ned in
Remark 5 at the end of Section 5, while LAuk0 is 2-strong, but not 1-strong (see [37,
Section 4.4.3]). From the results of Section 4.6 in [37] it follows that LAuk as de'ned
there is a strong autarky system—in fact this will follow also from Lemma 8.4 below,
since LAuk = LAuk0.
MAuk is a 1-strong autarky system, but is not 2-strong. So for example we have
F := {{a}; {a; b}; {a; Rb}}∈MLEAN, but {var(b)} ∗ F = {{a}}∈MSAT. The
problem here is, that we use clause-sets, and thus by applying the operation of crossing
out variables contraction of clauses can occur, in other words, two clauses C1 = C2
may become equal after applying V , that is, V ∗{C1}=V ∗{C2} is possible. However,
if we consider multi-clause-sets instead, where clauses can occur several times (and
we do not apply contraction when computing ’ ∗F or V ∗F), then matching autarkies
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in fact yield a strong autarky system (for multi-clause-sets), and all results for strong
autarky systems apply (compare the remark after Corollary 7.6).
Lemma 8.2. Assume that A is a 1-strong autarky system. Then for all clause-sets
F ∈CLS we have NA(F) ∪
⋃
’∈A(F) %F(’) = F , and thus the largest A-lean sub-
clause-set and the largest A-autark subset of F yield a partition of F. For every
F ∈SATA there is ’∈A(F) with ’(F) = 1, whence
SATA = {F ∈CLS | ∃’∈A(F): ’(F) = 1}:
Proof. By induction on the construction of NA(F) we get ’∈A(F) with ’ ∗ F =
NA(F) (using condition 1), while in Lemma 4.6 it has been shown that the A-lean
kernel the largest A-lean subset always have an empty intersection.
Lemma 8.3. Assume A is a 2-strong autarky system, and consider V ⊆ VA and
F ∈CLS. Then we have
V ∗ NA(F) ⊆ NA(V ∗ F);
and it follows that for F ∈LEANA we also have V ∗ F ∈LEANA, and from
V ∗ F ∈SATA we get F ∈SATA.
Proof. By de'nition of 2-strongness we have A(V ∗ F) ⊆ A(F), and thus from
F ∈LEAN we get V ∗ F ∈LEAN. Hence for arbitrary F we have V ∗ NA(F)∈
LEANA, and since V ∗ NA(F) ⊆ V ∗ F holds, Lemma 4.4 yields V ∗ NA(F) ⊆
NA(V ∗ F).
Examples for V ∗ NA(F) ⊂ NA(V ∗ F) can be obtained as follows. Consider
F0 ∈LEAN; F0 = , and a variable v ∈ var(F0). Let F := {C ∪ {v}: C ∈F0}.
Now we have F ∈SAT and {v} ∗ F = F0 ∈LEAN, that is, Na({v} ∗ F) = F0 ⊃
{v} ∗ Na(F) =.
Let’s turn to the question how to obtain a strong autarky system from a non-strong
autarky system. For an autarky system A let RA(F) for F ∈CLS be the smallest
sub-monoid of Auk(F) such that for each ’0 ∈ RA(F) and ’∈A(’0 ∗ F) we have
’ ◦ ’0 ∈ RA(F).
Lemma 8.4. For any normal autarky system A the system RA is a 1-strong autarky
system with NA =N RA. If A is 2-strong, then RA is a strong autarky system.
Proof. The basic fact is, that for all clause-sets F ∈CLS the set of autarkies of the
form ’m ◦ · · · ◦ ’1; m¿ 1, where for each index 16 i¡m we have ’i ∈A((’i−1 ◦
· · · ◦ ’1) ∗ F), is a generating set of RA(F), and that the set of all RA-autark subsets
is identical to the set of autark subsets associated with these generating autarkies. To
prove this, we can use the same proof as given for Lemma 4.25 in [37], only there we
speak of “simple linear autarkies”, while now we are using “A-autarkies”. It follows
that RA is an 1-strong autarky system with N RA(F) = NA(F), and if A is 2-strong, so
is RA (and thus RA is a strong autarky system).
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By virtue of Lemma 8.4 it is now possible for 2-strong autarky systems A, when
considering only questions regarding the normal form NA or the derived setsLEANA
and SATA, to assume that A in fact is a strong autarky system. The following
theorem generalizes the decomposition results Lemma 3.18 and Lemma 4.31 in [37].
Theorem 8.5. Consider a 2-strong autarky system A. Now all clause-sets F ∈CLS
have a unique decomposition
F = FS ∪ FL; FS ∩ FL = ∅; FL ∈LEANA; var(FL) ∗ FS ∈SATA:
In fact for each such decomposition it holds, that FL =NA(F) is the largest A-lean
sub-clause-set of F. If A is also 1-strong, then FS is the largest A-autark subset of
F.
Proof. By Lemma 8.4 RA is a strong autarky system with NA = N RA. First consider
uniqueness of the decomposition F=FSunionmultiFL. Let V := var(FL). We have FL ⊆ NA(F),
and by Lemma 8.2 there is ’∈ RA(V ∗FS) with ’(V ∗FS)=1. Now V ∗FS ⊆ V ∗F ⊆
{⊥}∪V ∗FS holds, and thus by Lemma 8.1 we have ’∈ RA(V ∗F) as well, which in
turn yields ’∈ RA(F). Since %F(’)∩N RA(F)= ∅, where %F(’)=FS (see Lemma 4.6),
we get N RA(F) ⊆ FL, and uniqueness of the decomposition follows.
Now consider existence of the decomposition. Let FL := NA(F) = N RA(F); V :=
var(FL), and FS := F \ FL. By Lemma 8.2 there is ’∈ RA(F) with ’ ∗ F = N RA(F),
and thus ’∈ RA(V ∗ F). Due to V ∗ FS ⊆ V ∗ F we have ’∈ RA(V ∗ FS), and since
’ ∗ (V ∗ FS) = we 'nally get V ∗ FS ∈SATA.
Expressed in terms of the clause-variable matrix M (F), Theorem 8.5 becomes the
assertion, that for each 2-strong autarky system A and each clause-set F by row and
column permutation we can transform M (F) into the form
[
AS ∗
0 AL
]
;
where F(AL)∈LEANA and F(AS)∈SATA, and AL has no zero column. More-
over, the matrices AL and AS are uniquely determined by these conditions (up to row
and column permutation).
We remark, that if the matrix AS is empty, then AS must be the 0× 0 matrix, since
in case AS would be an empty 0×k-matrix for some k¿ 1, then M (F) had some zero
column, while in case AS would be an empty k×0-matrix for k¿ 1, then F(AS)={⊥}
∈ SAT. Furthermore in case AL is empty, either AL is the empty 0 × 0-matrix or
the empty 1 × 0 matrix, since in case AL would be an empty 0 × k-matrix for some
k¿ 1, then AL would had some zero column, while in case AL would be an empty
k × 0-matrix for some k¿ 2, then the matrix M (F) had a multiple row.
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The general unique decomposition established in Theorem 8.5 seems to me the core
of several decomposition theorem from the area of combinatorial (or qualitative) matrix
theory. 7
Lemma 8.6. Let A be a 2-strong autarky system. Given decision of membership
in LEANA as an oracle, the normal form F → NA(F) for F ∈CLS can be
computed in polynomial time.
Proof. The computation of NA(F) works as follows:
(1) If F ∈LEANA then output F .
(2) Let var(F) = {v1; : : : ; vn(F)}.
(3) Since ∅ ∗ F = F ∈ LEANA and var(F) ∗ F = {⊥}∈LEANA holds, there is
an index 16 i6 n(F) with
{v1; : : : ; vi−1} ∗ F ∈LEAN and {v1; : : : ; vi} ∗ F ∈LEAN:
Let F := {C ∈F : vi ∈ var(C)}, and go to Step 1.
Let F+ be the outcome of this procedure. We want to show F+ = NA(F). Consider
a clause-set F ′ with NA(F) ⊆ F ′ ⊆ F and a variable v∈ var(F ′) such that there is an
autarky ’∈A(F ′) with v∈ var(’). Obtain F ′′ from F ′ by deleting all clauses con-
taining variable v, that is let F ′′ := {C ∈F ′: v ∈ var(C)}. By de'nition of an autarky
system we know ’ | var(NA(F))∈A(NA(F))={∅}, that is, var(’)∩var(NA(F))=∅
must hold. It follows v∈ var(F) \ var(NA(F)), whence NA(F) ⊆ F ′′ ⊆ F .
In step 3 of the above procedure we know that there is an autarky ’∈A({v1; : : : ;
vi−1} ∗F) \ {∅}. If vi ∈ var(’) would be the case, then we had ’∈A({v1; : : : ; vi} ∗F)
as well by property 2 of strong autarky systems. So we know v∈ var(’), and again by
property 2 also ’∈A(F) holds. So together with what we have proven just before we
conclude NA(F) ⊆ F+ (using induction). And since by step 1 we get F+ ∈LEANA,
by Lemma 4.4 in fact NA(F) = F+ must hold.
9. Open problems and future research
In this concluding section I just want to present some problems I am thinking about,
and which (hopefully) are also of general interest.
7 So for example when considering the autarky system of balanced autarkies from Remark 5 at the end
of Section 5, we (essentially) obtain the decomposition from Theorem 3.1.4 in [9] (see Proposition 2.1 in
[43]), while when considering all autarkies, we (essentially) get the decomposition from Lemma 3.3 in [43].
There are only some small nuisances here due to the fact, that clause-variable matrices do not represent all
matrices over {−1; 0;+1}, but only those with no multiple rows and no zero column (up to row and column
permutation). Moreover, in the case of balanced autarkies a clause-set F satis'able by a balanced autarky
’ may contain some variables not used in ’, and so the matrix AB from Proposition 2.1 in [43] results
from the above matrix (AS)t (when using the (strong) autarky system of balanced autarkies) by removing
(iteratively) “unused variables” from (AS)t , that is, cutting o< the associated rows from (AS)t .
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We already mentioned at the beginning of Section 8 that under reasonable conditions
each of the four objects A;NA;LEANA and SATA determines the other three—
now the task is to make some nice little theory out of that. Given that increased
4exibility (to start, say, also from some “reasonable” class of satis'able clause-sets to
get an autarky system) it should be not too hard to 'nd more interesting examples of
autarky systems, and to further develop also the general theory on autarky systems.
Generalizing Lemma C.2 from [36] I conjecture that for all unsatis'able matching
lean clause-sets F with n(F)¿ 0 there is a variable v∈ var(F) occurring positively as
well as negatively at most -(F) times in F .
For the class MLEAN ∩SAT the de'ciency gives a “distance measure” with
respect to the “target class” MSAT (see Theorem 7.16)—is there something similar
for the classes LLEAN ∩ SAT and LSAT ?! (And can Theorem 7.16 be
improved by using a better measure than -(F) ?) For an arbitrary autarky system A
let
rA(F) := max{|F ′|: F ′ ⊆ F ∧ F ′ ∈SATA}
be the “rank” of clause-set F ∈CLS (for A = MAuk this rank equals the rank
associated with the transversal matriod T (F)). Are there other autarky systems A
such that for all F ∈SAT there is a partial assignment ’∈PASS with
n(’)6 c(F)− rA(F) and ’ ∗ F ∈SATA?
Finally one may ask how the structure of a clause-set (for example that F is a Horn
clause-set) is re4ected in Auk(F) ?! And can we give also more speci'c information
on how minimally unsatis'able clause-sets look in case of de'ciency greater than two
?! (The current methods, based on “DP-elimination” of variables occurring in one sign
only once, cannot be carried over.)
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